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ABSTRACT 
Detection of a change in the urban boundary has been described 
as an important element in the U. S. Census Bureau's ~ensus-taking 
procedure. The use of satellite data, such as Landsat, for this 
t"sk may be appropriate. This research concentrated on developing 
an understanding of several underlying factors affecting the detection 
and identification of nonurban to uruan land cover change using 
satellite data. In pa,rticular, computer programs were developeCl 
to create a digital scene and to simulate the effect of the sensor 
Point Spread Function (PSF) on the transfer of modulation from the 
scene to an image of the scene. The theory behind the development 
of a digital filter representing the PSF is given as lIIell as an 
example of its application. Atmospneric effects on modulation 
transfer are also discussed. A User's Guide and program listings 
are given in an appendix. 
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1.0 BACKGROUNO 
Detection of a change in the urban boundary has been described as 
an important element in the U. S. Ce'lsus Bureau's census-taking pro-
cedure (Christensun, et .~., 1977; ~hristenson and Lachowski, 1977; 
Christenson, et ll" 197B; Comput.er Sciences Corporation, 197B; 
Friedman, , 9BO). The use of satellite data, such as Landsat, to 
monitor the urban boundary appears to be appropriate because of the 
repetitive, small scale coverage of large areas. In addition, the 
digital format of the data makes it amenable to automated processing. 
The task is thus to study methods for using digital spectral data to 
detect, identify, and monitor the change from non-urban to urban cover 
on the urban ft'i nge , 
This research concentrated on developing an understanding of the 
underlying factors affecting the detection and identification of non-
urban to urban 1anr cover change using ~ate11ite data. These under-
lying factors were identified as the amplitude and spatial frequency 
of scene modulation on the urban fringe, the transfer of scene modu-
lation to the image by the sensor, and the introduction of noise from 
the atmosphere and the electronics systems. Thus, the system being 
analyzed includes modulation of solar irradiance by scene objects and 
the transfer of the modulation by the atmosphere, the optics and the 
electronics of the sensor. A ~hysica1 system diagram which illus-
trates the underlying factors affecting land cover change detection 
is given in Figure 1.1. It is instructive to consider the modulation 
of scene radiance as a signal carrying useful information. In this 
instance, it is expected that the modulation will signal a change 
from non-urban to urban 1 and use. 
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1.1 Definition of the Change Signal 
Using remote sensing methods the change from non-urban to urban 
land use m~st be signaled by a change in land cover. The change in 
land cover will in turn be signaled by changes in the spatial and 
spectral characteristics of the cover types which modulate the scene 
irradiance. If moderate scale phctography is used, even large tract 
(1 to 2D acre lots) developments can readily be detected by interpre-
ter recognition of houses and the rDads co~necting them (spatial fea-
tures) . Landsat I s 76 X 76 meter i I'lstantaneol"~< fi e 1 d-of-vi ew (I FOV) 
cannot resolve such small features, however, and the spatial changes 
which have occurred cannot be identified on a Landsat image. 
Fortunately, the changes in land cover will also produce spectral 
changes in the scene which generally will be detectable on the Landsat 
imagu. The identification of the detected spectral change as a non-
urban to urban land use change, however, mayor may not be possible. 
In general, the detection and identification of the spectral signal 
produced by a land use/land cover change is a function of several 
factors such as: 
1. The amplitude of the change in radiance produced by the land 
cover change. 
2. The total system noise level limiting the sensitivity to 
change, often expressed as the noise equivalent change in 
reflectivity (NE6p). 
3. The size of the scene features which are modulating the 
radiance and the ability of the system to transfer the 
modulation. 
4. The uniqueness of the spectral changes relative tn the iden-
tification of the land cover change. 
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5. The uniqueness of the land cover change relative to th~ 
identification of the land use change. 
The first two factors determine the detectability of the radiance 
change resulting from the land use/land cover change. This signal to 
noise (SIN) analysis a~sumes that the area wherein the li~nd cover has 
changed is very large compared to the resolution or IFOV of the system. 
The third factor considers the effect of the size of the changed area 
when the size falls in the range of 1 to 10 times the IFOV dimensions. 
Under these conditions the modulation transfer function of the entire 
system becomes an impo~~ant factor in determining the detectabi1ity of 
the change signal. These first three factors are illustrated in 
Figure 1.2. 
At A and D the radiance modulation pl'oduced by large and small 
fields having different land covers than the surrounding region is 
illustrated. At Band E the demod~iated detector output signal is 
shown. The rounding of the boundaries of the fields are illustrative 
of MTF effects. The reduced amplitude of the small field signal indi~ 
cates the field size is appl'oaching the IFOI/ of the system. The effect 
of noi se for SIN = 1 is ill ustrated at C and F. Obviously, detection 
of the small field is not likely. 
The fourth and fifth factors noted above have to do with the 
interpretation of the detected signals from a multispectral scanner 
such as Landsat. Simply recognizing that a spectrai change has taken 
place is not sufficient to determine that a change from non~urban to 
urban cover has occurred. A spectral change from one scene to another 
can be due to differences in atmospheric condition, change of crops, 
difference in growth stage or management of non~urban land, etc. 
(Riordan, 1980a,b). To recognize that a change from non~urban to 
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Fioure 1.2 Illustrations of the effect of signal, noise and !1TF on 
the detectability of land cover chan Res for large and 
small fields. 
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urban cover has occurred requires the specification Of nn indicator 
of urban cover. Attempts at identifying a unique .'1 1;'~f1 frlnge (sub-
urban) spectr"Ji s'ignature have not been successful since this land use 
is associated with a land cover of varying propot'tions of vegetation, 
structures, and urban infrastructures such as roads. Rather, a good 
indicator of change to urban might be a "construction" signature at 
the time the land is cleared and ready for building (Riordan, 1980a,b). 
This means that the chanye detection algorithm must operate in the 
temporal and spectral domains sinc~ change~ in spectral characteristics 
with time will provide the clue to a land use change. Obviously, the 
employment of this method requires an understanding of the agricultural 
practices of th~ region of interest since most agricultural fields will 
be barren at one or more times during the year. Given that this know-
ledge exists, one can then evaluate the limitations of such a scheme 
by evaluating SIN and MTF system performance factors. This was the 
objective of the research reported herein. 
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
The primary effort undertaken on this project was the development 
of computer models and analytical procedures fur evaluating the perfor-
mance of remote sensing systems and data analysis techniques (especially 
change detection). A model was needed which would simulate the following: 
1. The two-dimensional spatial configu,'ation of a sCene as it is 
observed by a remote sensing system. 
2. The modulation of scene irradiance by the changing reflectance 
of scene components. 
3. The transfer of the modulated scene radiance to the image 
data. 
4. The addition of noh:e to the modulation signal. 
It was also desired to have procedures capable of performing the 
following analyses or calculations: 
a. Calculate SIN ratios for changing scene, MTF and noise con-
ditions. 
b. Analyze and characterize the modulated radiance from the 
scene in both the spatial distance and spatial frequency 
domains. 
c. Display th~ simulated scene data for visual analysis of the 
effect of different MTFs and noise conditions. 
The model developed on this project does not simulate the inter-
actions between the scene and EM radiation nor was any attempt made 
to simulate atmospheric interactions. Rather, the scene reflectance 
values, atmospheric radiance and attenuation, and system noise levels 
are provided as data inputs to the model. These input data must be 
obtained from other models or from various empirical sources (image 
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8 
data or experimental meaSlil"ements). The moae1 uses the scene des-
cription and data inputs to generate a two-dimensional set of numbers 
which simulate scene reflectance nnd/or radiance values before and 
after the application of modulation transfer functions. 
2.1 System Response Functions 
The performance of systems which transmit or carry messageis in 
the form of signals can be measured in part by their signal response 
characteristics. Telephone, radio, teletype, television and remote 
sensing systems are required to transfer an input signal to an output 
device or signal in order to achieve their design function. The sys-
tem response function determines the fiJe1ity with which the transfer 
is accomplished and provides a measure of system performance. The 
response function can be expressed in terms of the system capacity 
to respond to ei~her the signal frequency content or its time/distance 
variations. 
The rate at which a signal changes determines its waveform and 
its frequency content. Figure 2.1 shows five waveforms ~nd their 
frequency spectrum. The continuous sinusoid at (a) presents a line 
spectrum whereas the impulse at (b) has an inftnite spectrum of all 
frequencies. The step function at (c) with a very fast rise time has 
a broad spectrum decaying slowly in amplitude from a maximum Df f = O. 
The step function with a slow rise time (d), however, shows a more 
rapid decay in amplitude for the higher frequencies. Finally, the 
fluctuating signal at (e) has a distribution of frequencies as shown. 
The reader is cautioned not to confuse the spatial frequency spectrum 
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WAVEFOR~IS 
Time or Distance Domain 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
N\f~ (e) 
OR\Glf\l{l.l rAC;r r:.> 
OF POOR QUAW"V 
SPECTRUM 
Frequency Doma i n 
l.....--..-..I.I - f 
l. ________ f 
1"- f 
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Figure 2.1 Pictorial transform pairs of waveforms and the 
associated spectrum. 
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10 
of the modulation from a scene wi'ch the E~1 spectrum of electromagnetic 
r~diation. 
The time or distance response of a system to a waveform can only 
be expressed for idealized shapes such as the impulse or step. This 
- -- ---~---...... --
is accomplished by defining the change in wave shape produced by the 
system. These time or distance functions are typically designated 
impulse and step responses. For remote sensing systems they are more 
often referred to as point or edge spread functions. From Figure 2.1 we 
note that the spreading of an edg~ or step (compare (c) and (d)) 
results in a reduction in the high frequency content of the edge. 
Hence, the equivalence of the point spread function (PSF). edge 
spread function (ESF), and frequellcy response curves in Figure 2.2 
shou1 d be apparent. For I'emota sensing systems, the frequency re-
sponse cruves are most often referred to as the modulation transfer 
function (MTF) which defin~$ the transfer for modulated radiance as 
a function of the modulation (signal) frequencies. 
When ana lyzi ng system reSpOnS(IS, therefore, we have the choi ce 
of using a point spread function or a frequency response function. 
If eith~r function is available, the other may be obtained via a 
Fourier transform. In other words, the PSF and MTF form a Fourier 
transform pair, either of which may be used for system 3na1yses. 
The equivalence of operating a model in either the spatial dis-
tancB or spatial frequency domains allowed us the freedom to select 
the method easiest to implement for the application at hand. Both 
domains were used on this project. 
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Fiqure 2.2 A comparison of Edge Spread Function (ESF), Point -
Sprea~ Function (PSF) and Frequency Response curves 
for the same remote sensing system. 
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2.2 The Modulation Transfer Function 
The proportion of the modulation that is transferred from the 
scene to the image at a particular frequency is defined by the modu-
lation transfer factor. The function that describes the change in 
the transfer factor with a change in frequency is the modulation 
transfer function (MTF). Figure 2.2 provides a graphical example of 
an f1TF. 
To apply an MTF to scene variation (scene modulation), the spatial 
dimensions of the scene must be converted to the frequenry domain using 
the Fourier transform. The effect of the system MTF on the scene can 
then be determined by multiplying the scene frequency spectrum (spa-
tial) by the system MTF. This will result in a modified scene spec-
trum which accurately indicates the loss in certain modua1tion coo'· 
ponents (spatial frequency). This simple procedure cannot be used, 
however, to regenerate the scene, as modified by the system MTF. In 
order' to accomplish this in the frequency domain we mrJst use the 
optical transfer function (OTF) which contains phase as well as amp-
litude terms of the frequency response function. This procedure, if 
used, requires the transformation of the scene into the frequency 
domain (retaining phase as well as amplitude information for each 
frequency term), multiplication of the transformed scene by the 
system OTF and performance of an inverse transform back to the spa-
tial distance domain to create the modified scene. This is a very 
complex and expensive process which requires more knowledge about 
the system response function than is usually available. For these 
reasons it is more practical to model the effect of the system re-
sponse on the scene in the spatial distance domain, and then use 
the frequency domain to evaluate the results. 
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2.3 The Point Spread Function 
The effect of the system MTF on recorded scene readiance values 
can be easily modeled by convolving the original scene radiance with 
the system PSF. In effect, the performance of a Fourier transform 
of an entire scene, followed by the application of frequency domain 
filtering of the scene, followed by the inverse Fourier transform 
of the scene has been replaced by the Fourier transform of the MTF 
(to obtain the PSF) and the application of a spatial (distance) filter 
(convolution) to the scene. 
The PSF is applied in the form of a digita1 filter that is passed 
over the scene, which results in the spreading or blurring of the edges 
of objects and bOllndaries of fields. The reduction in high frequency 
modulation can be measured by comparing the spatial frequency spectrum 
of the scene before and after the application of the PSF. The empir-
ical transfer function obtained in this manner should be equivalent 
to the theoretical MTF calculated from system design considerations. 
The PSI', therefore, effects a di rect modi ficat ion of the phy~ ical 
appearance of the scene, equivalent to the actual effect of the remote 
sensing system. 
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~.O DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
An analytical tool is needed to study the effects of sensor and 
atmosphere MTFs or PSFs on the transfer of ground spatial variation 
(modulation) to the image. An attempt was made to develop such a 
tool in the form of a computer model which performs the following 
functions: 
1. Construction of a digital scene representing major ground 
cover types. 
2. Simulation of scene reflectance or radiance values as ob-
served at the scene. 
3. Application of the system PSF to the scene, thereby simu-
lating the image of the scene. 
4. Analysis and display of the effects of the PSF on the scene 
digital values (spatial frequency content, etc.). 
5. Simulation of the effects of the atmo~pheric MTF on the scene 
mC)du1ation. 
The deve10pm:}nt. of the model is described below; program 1istinas and 
a user's guide are provided in Appendix A. 
3.1 Construction of a Digital Scene (Program SCENE) 
The digital scene representing major urbar. cover types ,can be 
construr,ted by filling a two-dimension~l array with object symbols. 
Several methods for filling the array were considered. The two most 
common methods are: (1) the digitization of the scene cell by cell; 
and (2) the digitization of the boundaries of the polygons within 
which a common cover type exists. The cellular procedure is simple 
to implement but is labor intensive and could become very expensive 
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for large areas. The digitization of polygons can be accomplished in 
much less time when object sizes are large compared to the cell size, 
but this method requires special digitization equipment. 
An alternative method requiring no special equipment was developed 
for this model. This procedure places objects within the scene array 
by specifying position, shape and size. For example, rectangles are 
positioned by designating a corner position and the length and width. 
Circles are positioned by designating their center position and radius. 
A subroutine within the computer model then computes the cells which 
fall within the perimeter of the object. All of the cells within 
the boundaries of designated objects are given the object identifi-
cation. 
This scene construction method is rapid and quite eff~;ctive when 
the scene is composed of obJ~cts which can be described by position 
and a regular shape. Irregular objects would have to be defined by 
a series of contiguous regular shapes. The method works very well 
for constructing an urban scene of buildings, streets, driveways and 
trees and bushes (circles of varying size). Program SCENE was written 
to perform these procedures. 
~Jhen SCENE is used to buil d a scene model, the majority ground 
cover type, such as grass, is first used to fill the entire array. 
Opaque objects, such as rooftops, are superimposed (using a replace-
ment procedure) on the background cover. Then, translucent objects, 
such as tree canopies, are added to the scene by combining the object 
codes for the translUcent object and the underlying material. The 
result is a scene array composed of ground cover types specified by 
code names. 
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Once the scepe is created, the cover code names are converted to 
reflectance values for any wavelength using computer text editor com-
mands which are specific to the computer sy~tem. That is, each occur-
rence of a particular code name is replaced by a reflectance value, 
which may be the reflectance of an opaque material or the combined 
reflectance of an opaque material overlain with a translucent material. 
3.2 Development of the PSF r~ode1 
Ideally one would derive or obtain the MTF for a remote sell3ing 
system and then perform an inverse Fourier transform to obtain the 
PSF. In this instance, neither the function nor sufficient informa-
tion on the system design were available. Instead, a plot of the 
Landsat MTF was obtained frulil Norwood (1974). This plot was normal-
ized relative to the cutoff frequency (that frequency at which the 
5ystem response is one-half the maximum response) and replotted as 
shown in Figure 3.1. This normalized response curve for the Landsat 
MTF was compared to several filter response curves from Watt, et a1. 
(1953). One of these curves is also plotted on Figure 3.1 and is 
seen to be a close match to the Landsat MTF. Watt defines this as 
a cosine squared through rectangular aperture filter function. 
Because of the close match between the Landsat MTF and the filter 
response function shown in Figure 3.1, it was assumed that the impulse 
and step function response curves calculated by Watt for the filter 
can also be used to represent Landsat's PSF and ESF. This was veri-
fied, to the extent possible, by a comparison with small scale plots 
of Landsat's PSF taken from Dye (1975). Although the plots ':n Dye's 
paper were too small for exact comparison, it was obvious there were 
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Figure 3.1 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Normal ized response functions for L~,ndsat (from Norwood. 
1974) and a cosine squared throuah a rectangular aperture 
fil ter (from l~att. et ll. 1953). The cutoff frequency. \Ie' 
for the Landsat ~ITF is 0.006835 cycles/meter. 
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no significant differences between the results of his calculations and 
the curves from Watt, when both were normalized to the cutoff frequency. 
Hence, the PSF curve given in Figure 3.2 was used for the model of a 
MSS system. For Landsat, Vc = 0.006835 cycles/meter. 
3. 2.1 &>2.lic~.tio!l2LtheJ§.F _tQ. S.h~ ~c~n~ Im!9~ 
The point spread function defines the spatial distl'ibution of a 
point source of light (EM radiation) within the image. This distri-
bution, when projected back to the scene, defines the apparent source 
as observed on the image. If the PSF is convol ved wi th the scenE' 
(point by point) a simulated image of the scene, as would be produced 
by the ~lSS system, is produced. 
The PSF curve in Figure 3.2 is, of course, a one-dimensional 
representation of a two-dimensional phenomenon. If the PSF in each 
dimension is independent of the other, the two-dimensional PSF can be 
obtained by multiplying the two PSF funct'lons to obtain off-axis values. 
In this manner, a two-dimensional array of values are obtained which 
are used as weights for a two-dimensional digital filter which is 
moved across the scene. Figure 3.3 shows an array of filter weights 
for Landsat (assuming a symmetrical PSF based on Figure 3.2) for use 
with a scene model maoe up of 7 meter cells. The dotted lines show 
the outline of a Landsat pixel (about 76 X 76 meters). The influences 
of surrounding 'terrain on Landsat digital numbers is apparent. 
The filter array illustrated in Figure 3.3 does not include the 
negative values at distances beyond I~ Vc because of the cost. Including 
the values out to a distance of lIVe quadruples the size of the filter 
array. This cannot be justified under' most conditions. The computer 
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Distance, meters 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Impulse and step response functions for an irlea1ized 
filter whidi closely resemble the Point Spread Function 
(PSF) and Edge Spread Function (ESF) ,)f the Landsat ~ISS 
system. For Landsat the cutoff freql!enc,y, ve ' is equal to 0.006835 cycles/meter. ( From \Jatt, et a1, 1953.) 
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.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .01 .02 .02 .03 .04 .05 .05 .06 .06 .06 .05 .05 .04 .03 .02 .02 .01 .00 .00 
.00.01 .02.04.06 .08.10.12.14.15.15.15.14 .12 .10 .08 .05 .04 .02 .01 .00 
.00.02.04 .07 .10 .15 .19 .22 .25 .25 .27 .26 .25 .22 .19 .15 .10 .07 .04 .02 .00 
.00 .02 .06 .10 .14 .20 .26 .31 .34 .36 .37 .36 .34 .31 .26 .20 .14 .10 .06 .02 .00 
,. .... - _ .. --............ - ...... - ... --, 
.00 .03 .08 .15 .20,.29 .37 .45 .49 .52 .54 .52 .49 .45 .37 .29,.20 .15 .08 .03 .00 
, , 
.00.04.10.19.26'.37.46.57.63 .d7 .69 .67 .63 .57 .49 .37 .. 26 .19 .10 .04 ,00 , , 
.00 .05 .12 .22 .31'.45 .57 .69 .76 .61 .83 .81 .76 .69 .57 .45',31 .22 .12 .05 .00 , , 
.00 .05 .14 .25 .34 •• 49 .63 .76 .83 .88 .91 .83 .83 .76 .63 .49r.34 .25 .14 .05 .00 
, , 
.00 .06 .15 .26 .36,.52 ,67 .81 .88 .94 .97 .94 .88 .81 .67 .52,,36 .26 .15 .06 .00 
, , 
.00 .06 .15 .27 .37,.54 ,69 .83 .91 .97 1.0 .97 ,~1 .83 .69 .541.37 .27 .15 .06 .00 
.00.06.15.26.36'.52.67.81.86.94.97.94.86.81.67 .52:.36 .26 .15 .06 .00 
, 1 
.00 .05 .14 .25 .34 '.49 .63 .76 ,83 .68 .91 .86 .63 .76 .63 ,49,.34 .25 .14 .05 .00 , 
.00 .~~ .12 .22 ,31 :.45 .57 .69 .76 .Bl .B3 .Sl .76 .69 .57 .45 :.31 .22 .12 .05 .00 
, 
.00 .04 .10 .19 .26 '.37 .48 .57 .63 .67 .69 .67 .63 .57 .48 .37 ,.26 .I~ .10 .04 .00 
, , 
.00.03 .OS .15 .20'.29 .37 .45 .49 .52 .54 .52 .49 .45 .37 ,29'.20 .15 .OS .03 .00 
j.. .... ____ ........ - _ .. - .. - .. ---_1 
.00 .02 .06 .10 .14 .20 .26 .31 .34 .36 ,37 .36 .34 .31 .26 .20 .14 .10 .06 .02 .00 
.00 .02 .04 .07 .10 .15 .19 .22 .2~ .26 .27 •• 6 .25 .22 .19 .15 .10 .07 .04 .02 .00 
.00.01 .02.04 .06 .06 .10 .12 .14 .15 .15 .15 .14 .12 .10 .OS ,.06.04.02 .01 .00 
.00 .00.01.~.~ .03.04.05.~ .06.~ .06.~ .05.04 .03.~.~ .01.00.00 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
Figure 3.3 Point spread function values for the Landsat MSS 
system for a scene with 7 meter cells. The 
dotted lines show the outline of a Landsat pixel. 
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program which calculates the values (weights) for the two-dimensional 
filter array is called MAKWTS. 
The array of weights generated by MAKWTS is input to program PIXPRO 
which creates pixel values l16sed on application of the filter array (PSF) 
to the cellular scene model. Although a symmetrical PSF was assumed, 
the program can be modified to use different PSFs in the two dimensions. 
3.3 Modeling the Effects of the Atmosphere and Random Noise on 
r'10du1ation Signal/Noise (SIN) 
The atmosphere affects scene modulation and SIN in several ways. 
The addition of path radiance (PRJ to radiance leaving the scene re-
duces modu·'ation by increasing the mean level of radiance leaving the 
scene. To illustrate: 
(1) Modulation = I{max) - I{min) 
I{max) + I{min) 
If path radiance is added to I{min) and I{max), the equation becomes 
(2) Modulation = (I{max) + PRJ - (I{min) + PRJ 
(I{max) + PRJ + (I{min) + PRJ 
Taking a numerical example with I{max) = 6, I{min) = 3, and PR = 1: 
M{l) = ~ = .33 
6 + 3 
M(2) = (6 + 1) - {3 + 1 La .27 
(6 + 1) + (3 + 1) 
Therefore, the modulation has been reduced by the addition of path 
radiance across the scene. This also results in a reduction in con-
trast (Imax/Imin) since the initial contrast if 6/3 = 2 and the final 
contrast os 7/4 = 1.75. However. the signal, or absolute difference 
between the radiance values for the cover types, remains the same 
(6 - 3 = 3; 7 - 4 = 3). 
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On the other hand, atmospheric attenuation of scene radiance 
results in a reduction of signal, but no reduction in modulation or 
contrast. for example, adding atmospheric transmittance to (1) yields, 
( 3) Modulation = T(I(max) - I(min)) 
T(I(max) + I(min)) 
which results in no I'eduction in modulation. Similarly, atmospher'ic 
attenuation produces no change in image contrast. The signal, however, 
will be reduced from (6 - 3) = 3 to (4.2 - 2.1) = 2.1 which in turn 
~ffects SIN. 
Different atmospheric conditions will also introduce variability 
or noise into the absolute radiance values detected by the MSS system, 
thereby affecting the SIN ratio and our ability to detect change. 
Atmospheric and other noise sources can be modeled by using the com-
puter system random number generator to generate random numbers with-
in specific bounds and adding the output numbers to the scene sample 
values. 
3.4 Analysis and Display of the Effects of PSF on Scene Modulation 
The output pixels from program PIXPRO can be repeated in one 
dimension using program REPEAT (to match the scale of the input scene) 
for use in calculation of a one-dimensional transfer function between 
the input scene and output pixels. The transfer function indicates 
the amount of variability (modulation) that is transferred from the 
input scene to output pixels at specific frequencies. 
The input scene and output pixels can be displayed using various 
techniques chosen by the user. Choice of the display depends on the 
analysis tools available to the user such as classification techniques 
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with theme displays, graymapping, texture analysis and display, etc. 
The scene and two-dimensional pixel data must first be converted to 
the user'G system compatible format. 
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4.0 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO A SCENE-AN EXAMPLE 
This section illustrates the application of the model. An engi-
neering blueprint of a suburban development was used to model a scene. 
Objects in the sceno were positioned relative to the top left corner 
of the blueprint. The objects recorded were houses, driveways, streets, 
sidewalks, and trees. Tree locations were spl~cified by coordinates of 
circle centers. Dimensions of length, width, and radius were speci-
fied for each object. Objects that were irregular' in shape or at 
angles to the left and top of the blueprint were recorded in rectangu-
lar sections parallel to the blueprint edges. 
4.1 Creation of the Scene 
The filling of the scene array was accomplished using program 
SCENE. The scene a rray was fi rst fill ed wi t h a backg round cove r of 
grass. Opaque objects (houses, sidewalks, streets, and d~iveways) 
were superimposed on the grass background. Translucent objects (trees) 
were then added to the scene by combining the code names for the trans-
lucent and underlying cover types. 
Using the text editor supported by the computer center, the object 
codes were transformed to reflectance values. That is, all occurrences 
of a particular code name were changed to reflectance values for a par-
ticular wavelength and saved in a new file. The file containing the 
original code names ~as retained for conversion to different wavelength 
reflectance values at another time. Reflectance values for the cover 
types were taken from multispectral aircraft data obtained by Root 
and Miller (1971). Characteristics of the resulting scene are given 
in Table 4.1. A portion of the scene is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of the original scene 
Refl ec+.ance* 
~over Type Cover Code Name Value (Band 5) 
Grass GRASS 10.0 
Rooftop (shingl es) HOUSE 22.5 
Sidewalk SWALK 43.0 
Oriveway DRWAY 39.0 
Street (asphalt) STRET 15.0 
Grass/Tree GRATR 6.5 
*Band 5 reflectance values taken from Root and Miller (1971). 
4.2 Cl'eation of Sample Heights Representing the f"F 
Sensor t~TF cutoff frequencies were input to program MAKHTS to 
create a matrix of weights for input to program PIXPRO. Four cutoff 
frequencies were used: 0.006835, 0.01667, 0.05, and 0.1 cycles/meter. 
These frequencies correspond to pixel sizes of about 76 (Landsat), 30, 
10, and 5 meters and assume an increase in optics diameter proportion-
ate to the reduction in pixel size. Due to the cell size chosen 
(NCELSZ), each sample in created scene represented 1.905 meters 
(6.25 feet), therefore, a different number of Vlei ghts was output 
depending on the cutoff frequency and number of digitized,PSF values. 
The output w,aights for the four pixel sizes are given in Table 4.2. 
4.3 Application of the PSF to the Scene 
The weights output from program MAKIHS were appl ied to the digi-
tal scene using program PIXPRO. A two-dimensional, symmetrical PSF 
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Figure 4.1 
KEY: U = street 
. = sidewalk 
/ = house 
# = grass 
% = tree/grass 
- = driveway 
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Portion of the original scene. 
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Table 4.2 Table of output we1ghts. 
ORIGINAL PI\GF! 13 
OF POOR QUALITY 
0 1.000 
1 .9900 .J' 
2 .9800 .1 
3 .9700 'I 
4 .9600 I 5 .9500 I 6 .9300 I 7 .9100 ," ! 
8 .9000 I 9 .8800 , 
10 .8~OO ! I 
11 .820C ! 
12 .7900 I 13 .7500 
14 .7100 j 
15 .6900 
16 .6400 j 
17 .6000 1 
18 .5700 Reso1ut1on 1 J 19 .5150 
20 .4800 Pixel Size = 76 X 76 meters , I 21 .4500 I 22 .4100 23 .3700 , 
24 .3500 I 25 .3200 
. I 26 .2800 
27 .2400 l 28 .2200 l 29 .1800 30 .1500 31 .1200 
I 32 .1000 33 .0800 
34 .0600 • I 
35 .0500 
36 .0250 
37 .0100 
38 0.0000 
********************** 
J 
)J I. _ .. J 
ORIGINI\L rr,\.;ii; t:il 
OF POOR QUALITY 
OUTWTS2 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
28 
Table 4.2 Table of output vleights 
(Continued) 
.9950 
.0767 
.9500 
.9050 
.8467 
.7767 
.6833 
.6000 
.5033 
.4100 
.3200 
.2433 
.1700 
.1033 
.0600 
.0150 
Reso1 ution 2 
Pixel Size = 30 X 30 meters 
********************** 
OUTWTS3 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
• ge,40 
. 901 0 
.6867 
.4110 
.1722 
.0252 
********************** 
OUTWTS4 
o 
1 
2 
.9600 
.6784 
.1847 
Resolution 3 
Pixel Size = 10 X 10 meters 
Resolution 4 
Pixel Size = 5 X 5 meters 
'--,~,------, 
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ORIGINr.I. E~~~C 18 
OF POOR QUAI.IT'1. 
was assumed, therefore, the weights on the vertical and horizontal axes 
were the same and were multiplied together to obtain the off-axes weights. 
Figure 4.2 shows the weighting scheme for 10 m pixels. Application of 
the weighting function is equivalent to convolving the PSF with the 
scene. 
Quadrant 1 
(same as 3) 
Quadrant 4 (same as 3) 
.0227 
.9010 
.0227 
.0252 ,0227 
.1722 
.4110 
.6867 
.9010 .8112 
.9840 .9010 
.9010 .8112 
.6867 .6187 
.4110 .3703 
.1722 .1552 
.0252 .0227 
.0006 
Quadrant 2 
(same as 3) 
.0227 
.6867 .411 0 .1722 .0252 
.6187 .3703 .1552 .0227 
.4716 .2822 .1182 .0173 . 
.2822 .1689 .0708 .0104 
.11 82 .0708 .0297 .(1043 
.0173 .0104 .0043 .uu2" 
Quadrant 3 
Figure 4.2 PSF weights for an MSS system having 10m X 10m pixels. 
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4.4 Analysis and Oi~play of the Effects of~he PSF on Scene Modulation 
The pixels output from program PIXPRO were re~aated in one dimen-
sion using program REPEAT to match the scale of the original scene usea 
to create the pixels. One-dimensional transects correspontJing to the 
pixels were extracted from the original scene using program TRN. The 
repeated pixels and transects of samples from the original scene were 
combined using program BMOOAT. Finally, the combined data set from 
program BMOOAT was input to program BMOOZT to calculate the transfer 
function between the input scene and output pixels. Values of the 
transfer function for the four resolutions are shown in Table 4.3 for 
Band 5 of Landsat. 
As expected, Table 4.3 indicates that a greater amount of varia-
bility (modulation) in the original scene is transferred to the output 
pixels as the size of the pixels decreases. With a pixel size of 
76 X 76 meters, very little modulation from the original scene is 
transferred. As the pixel size is reduced to 5 meters, a greater 
proportion of the modulation is transferred at most frequencies as 
indicated by the transfer functions. 
The minimum and maximum pixel values were determined for each 
resolution and the ranges for graymapping were arbitrarily set. 
Program GRARHO was used to calculate the graylevels for each pixel 
size. The scenes were then graymapped using program GRAPIX to examine 
the relationship between input scene and output pixels. These gray-
maps are displayed in Figures 4.3 through 4.6. 
Although not demonstrated on this project, both the input scene 
and output pixels could be classified using different spectral bands 
and various classification techniques. These techniqups could include 
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Tnbl~ 4.3 Modulation transfer functil~ns for 4 resolutions. 
Frequency 
(cycl •• / 
ph.1l 
0.:1 ~o 
,013 
:m 
.0 '1 
,0 Ii" 
.on 
• :190 
:W 
.1'8 
• lit 1 
• L S4 
.161 
.119 
:m 
.H8 
.211 
.2"" 
.250 
.26. 
,262 
•• 195 
.l09 
'l'l 
.lJ ,H~ 
.l~PJ 
.312 
,J8!5 
.377 
.HO 
.4:3 
... 36 
,'H9 
."2 
.ltH 
,487 
d-]O 
AmplHud. of 
the transfer 
Function 
Resolution 
lli<n X lli<n 
156 point. 
39 1'9' 
Resolutions 2, 3 & 4 
1000 pDlnt. 
100 109' 
Frequency 
(cycl .. /ph.l) 
D""8 ,:IDS 
• D.02 :h3~ 
.D.UO 
.0 ~:JO 
:8;3D 
.D 4,3 
.O!!iOO 
:1'g8 .~t'D 
,a 700 
:F~2 
• o3~! 
.0'00 
.0'50 
:m3 
:lUg 
.125:1 
,13:1 0 
.!3~D 
• 400 
.1450 
.1500 
.1'~D 
.1630 
.1650 
.1700 
.1 7~D 
.1800 
'16~O 
• IJ!)O 
.1"0 
.2000 
.20~D 
.210]11 
.21!51l 
.2200 
.2250 
.23::10 
: j~~~ 
• H5,J 
.2jOD 
t 2 50 
: ~i~~ 
t,Hl.3 
.27'50 
.l8'lO 
: ~~~8 
.2950 
.3000 
.lG~D 
.31.00 
• .usa 
.3:200 
.3250 
.33'30 
."., 
.lItJ!i 
.3.50 
.3500 
• J5~0 
.3600 
.3650 
• J100 
.17!5D 
.3800 
• laso 
.3900 
.B5'l 
.1t ... J-' 
• ,,050 
• H!JO 
.4150 
.42'1'1 
.4250 
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Figure 4.3 Portion of Graymap for Resolution 1 
pixel size approximately 76m X 76m. 
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36 
clustering, supervised classification, texture analysis, etc. The 
results of these classifications could then be used to evaluate the 
potential performance of remote sensing systems having different 
resolution (pixel size) characteristics. 
The put'pose of the above exerci se is to ill ustrate the input and 
output levels of reflectance (which depend on the MTF and PSF of the 
sensor). The reflectance values should be converted to radiance 
values and then quantitized using the quantizaton characteri~tic5 
of the particular sensor being analyzed. The user will then be able 
to examine the actual digital values that can be expected from the 
sensor. 
4.5 Analysis of Atmospheric Effects and Scene Noise 
Atmospheric effects can be analyzed by attenuating the radiance 
values and adding atmospheric path radiance using program ATMOS. The 
transformation of the radiance values using this program can precede 
the calculation of the transfer function and the c1assification/graymap 
steps. Land cover signature differences due to different atmospheric 
conditions can be examined by applying different atmospheric effects 
to the same scene and comparing classifications. This same technique 
can be used to examine the effect of random noise on the signatures 
by adding/subtracting randomly generated numbers to the pixel radiance 
values or to the original scene. 
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APPENDIX A 
USEP)' GUIDE AND PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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USERS' GUIDE 
Programs included here are: 
SCENE,MAKWTS,PIXPRO,REPEAT,SUBSET,TRN,BMDDAT,BMD02T,GRARHO,GRAPIX,ATMOS 
Bri efly, program SCENE creates a eli gital scene; program MAKWTS 
computes filter 11eights based on the sensor Point Spread Function to 
apply to the digital scene samples; program PIXPRO applies the weights 
to the digital scene and aggregate:; scene samples into pixels; program 
REPEAT takes the output pixels and repeats the values to match the 
scale of the input scene; program SUBSET creates a subset of the ori-
ginal sce.le data, to match the area covered by the output pixels: 
program TRN takes transects from the subscene to use in comparing the 
spatial frequency content with the pixels; program BMDDAT combines 
the repeated pixels from program REPEAT and transect data from prciwam 
TRN into one data set for input to the BMD02T power spectral and trans-
fer function program; program BMD02T computes the power spectra of the 
original scene and output scene and computes the transfer function be-
tl~een the two; program GRARHO calculates graylevels for graymapping 
the pixels; prooram GRAPIX graymaps the pixels output from program 
PIXPRO using graylevels output from program GRARHO\ and program ATMOS 
adds the affects of atmospheric transmittance and path radiance to 
the outp~t pixel values. A flow chart of the above procedure is 
given in Figure A-l. 
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PROGRAM SCENE 
This program creates objects within a scene (array) by reading-in 
(from a p1M or picture) object number, object location (coordinates 
of the upper left corner for rectangles, center for circles, etc.), 
object shape (rectangle, circle, etc.), object size (le:ngth, width, 
radius, etc.), and cover type, and then filling the scene array with 
the object using this data. The size of the plan or picture is speci-
fied in inches, the reference coordinat';5 for objects are given in 
inches from the top and left of the plan, and the object dimensions 
are specified in inches. The number of cells per inch is read-in, 
which specifies the scale of the resulting scene (or, the distance 
covered by each scene array element). Objects at an angle from the 
top and left side of the plan can be subdivided into rectangular 
parts which are parallel with the sides of the plan. At present, the 
program processes only circles and rectangles, but additional shapes 
could be accommodated with new subroutines. 
The scene array is first filled with the most common cover type 
by assigning a five letter cover code name (e.g. GRASS) to each array 
element. Parameters of opaque objects are then read-in to the program 
which fills the appropriate array elements with the object cover code 
names. Finally, parameters of translucent objects are read-in to the 
program, and the program combines the cover codes for the underlying 
cover and translucent cover. The result is a digital scene array with 
each element assigned an opaque or combination opaque-translucent cover 
code. 
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To run the program: 
1. Measure the length and width of the plan or picture in inches 
(DATlEN, DATWID). 
2. Choose a cell size that will divide the length and width of 
the plan into the number of desired cells per inch (NCElSZ). 
Check the dimensions of NSCENE in program SCENE to make sure 
they accommodate the resulting number of cells in the length 
and width directions (NROW and NeOl). 
3. NCELSZ, DATWID, and DATLEN are read-in using TAPE5, fonnat 
100, in program SCENE. 
4. Create files for opaque and translucent objects. These filllS 
must contaIn object number, object part number, distanc;) from 
left edge of plan to object reference point (inches), distance 
from top of plan (inches) to object reference point, object 
shape, object length if rectangle (inches), object width if 
rectangle (inches), object radius if circle (inches), and 
cover type (five letter code name). The reference point is 
the upper left corner for rectangles and the center for circles. 
Follow format 100 in program SCENE. The file of opaque object 
parameters should be attached to program SCENE as TAPE1, and 
the translucent object parameters as TAPE2. When program 
SCENE adds translucent objects, it combines the first three 
letters of the underlying cover name with the first two let-
ters of the translucent cover name. Check the code names 
chosen for uniqueness. 
5. Determine the dominant ground cover and specify this cover in 
program SCENE in the "DO 4" do-loop. 
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Output from Program SCENE: 
Output of program SCENE is writt!ln to TAPE4 and TAPE7. TAPE4 
will contain the scene written as a string of five letter code names 
with the scene column varying fastest (e.g. 1,1 1,2 1,3 2,1 2,2 
2,3 •.. ). TAPE7 contains information on the scene dimensions, cell 
• 
size, etc. (parameters of the scene array). The user can also follo~1 
the loop indices, if desired, by removing the cumment specification 
("C" in column 1) on the writes to TAPE7 which are set off in asteriks. 
These tapes must be saved as files. 
PROGRAM r~AKWTS 
This program calculates the filter weights to assign to the scene 
elements based on the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the sensor. A 
generalized PSF is digitized and read-in as TAPE1. A cutoff fre-
quency for a particular sensor is read-in and the program creates 
weights for scene elements as a function of dista~ce from the center 
element and the distance covered per element in the scene array. The 
number of resulting weights depends on the distance represented by 
each scene element (DISAMP). The generalized PSF should always be 
digitized at an interval less than or equal to the distance per scene 
element (DISAMP). 
To run the program: 
1. Digitize the generalized PSF (must be digitized at an interval 
less than or equal to the distance represented by each scene 
element (DISAMP)). A generalized PSF for the research reported 
here is described in Section 3.2. These values are read-in to 
array XPSF uSing format 101. 
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2. Choose thb cutoff frequency (CUTFRE). 
3. The cutoff fr~quency (CUTFRE), number of digitized PSF value~ 
(NUMPTS), and distance represented by each scene element in 
meters (OISAMP) are read-in on TAPE5, using format 100. 
4. Check the dimensions of the arrays: NUP dimensions should 
equal XPSF dimension plus onej XPSF dimension mus, be gY'eater 
than or equal to the number of digitized PSF values; WElTS 
dimension can be set the same as for XPSF. 
Output from Program MAKWTS: 
The weights output from program MAKWTS are written to TAPE2 and 
pri~ted after the program listing. TAPE2 must be saved as a file. 
The number of wei~hts is printed in output, along with other parameters 
calculated in the program. The output weights are used in program 
PlXPRO to create a spatial filter, representing the sensor PSF, which 
is passed over the scene as the scene elements are aggregated into 
pixels. 
PROGRAM PIXPRO 
This program calculates pixels values by applying the filter 
weights output from program MAKWTS and aggregating the scene elements 
into pixels. 
To run the program: 
1. TAPEl is the scene output from program SCENE and TAPE2 
contains the weights output from program MAKWTS. 
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2. The scene array must be dimensioned at least as great as "NROW" 
and "NCOl" output from program SCENE. The weights arrays for 
rows (WEITR) and columns (WEITC) must be dimensioned at least 
as great as the number of weights output from program MAKWTS 
plus one (NUMWi'S + 1 since the center elemtlnt weight is labeled 
"0"). 
3. Before the program is run. the scene array cover types names 
must be changed to reflectance or radiance values. This can 
be accomplished with a system text editor (i.e. all occurrences 
of a particular cover name are replaced with a particular numer-
ical value). or with a program which changes names to chosen 
numbers. It is the user's choice as to what scheme to use in 
assigning numerical values to the scene. 
4. Program parameters are read-in using TAPES and format 100. 
Since the program as presently written uses a symmetrical 
PSF. the number of row and column weights (NUMWTR and NUMWTC) 
are the same and are equal to NUMWTS output from program MAKWTS. 
tlSCLEN and NSCWID are the length and width in number of rows 
and col umns output from program SCENE. A "zero" read-in for 
NSYt1 specifies that the PSF is symmetrical. The pixel width 
and length in columns and rows (PIXWID and PIXLEN) are speci-
field in meters. The distance represented by each scene sample 
as output from program SCENE (DISAMP) is also specified in 
meters. 
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Output from Program PIXPRO: 
Output pixels from the program are written to TAPE9 with each line 
of output having a pixel row and column specification plus a pixel value. 
This tape must be saved as a file. Program results printed after the 
program listing include: number of weights, pixel width and length, 
scene width and length in column and row dimensions, distance covered 
by each scene element, number of samples per width and length of the 
pixels, number or rows and columns of pixels output, and pixel row and 
column specification with each pixel value. 
PROGRAt·' REPEAT 
This program repeats the pixel values output from program PIXPRO 
to make the distance covered by each value equal to the distance cov-
ered by one original scene value (to make the scale equal for input 
and output values). The series of pixel values and series of original 
scene values will then have the same number of elements for computing 
the transfer function in program Bt~D02T. 
To run the program: 
1. (a) Read-in th~ number of times the value must be repeated 
to match the scale of the original scene data - NUMREP (this 
is equal to NPXWID and NPXLEN from output of program PIXPRO 
for square pixels). 
(b) Read-in the starting (NRSTRT) and ending (NREND) row 
numbers for the rows of pixels needed to match the portion 
of the subscene output from program SUBSET, and used in 
program TRN to extract transects of original data. NUt·IREP, 
NRSTRT, and NREND are read-in using TAPES and format 99. 
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2. Pixel values are read-in using TAPEl and format 100. 
Output from Program REPEAT: 
Output consists of a string of repeated pixel values which matches 
the scale of the original scene. The total number of value~ creat.ed is 
printed after the program listing. These values are combined with a 
series of original scene values output from program TRN using program 
BMDDAT, and the combined set is input to program SMD02T for calculation 
of the power spectra and transfer function. The repeated pfxel values 
are written to TAPE2 and must be saved as a file. 
PROGRAM SUBSET 
This program creates a subset scene from th~ original scene that 
will match the area covered by the pixels output from program PIXPRO 
(edges of the original scene are truncated because the filter extend~ 
beyond the edge of each pixel). Thu" dimensions of the subset scene 
are based on the size of the pixels and the number of filter weights 
needed to create a pixel. 
To run the program: 
1. Dimension SCENE to match the dimensions of the original scene 
and read-in the original scene using TAPEl and format 100. 
2. Read-in, using TAPES and format 99: a) the number of weights 
in the row and column directions used to create a pixel - NW1WTR 
and NUMWTC; b) the number of rows and columns of pixels - NROWPX 
and NCOLPX; and c) the length and width of the pixels in number 
of samples from the original scene - NPXLEN and NPXWID. All 
of these values are output from program PIXPRO. 
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Output from Program SUBSET: 
Output from the program is a string of values representing a subset 
of the original data which matches the al"ea covered by the pixel s output 
Trom program PIXPRO. These values are written to TAPE2 using format 100 
and must be saved as a file. r" 'crmation printed after the program 
listing includes the starting row'and column in the orl)irlal scene and 
the number of rows and columns in the output subscene. 
PROGRAM TRN 
This program extracts one-dimensional, horizontal transects from 
a subset of the original scene data for later comparison of the fre-
quency content with pixels output from program PIXPRO. 
To run the program: 
1. Dimension SCENE to the dimension of the orig'inal scene data 
(or use NROWS and NCOlS output from program SUBSET to set 
these dimensions). 
2. Read-in the number of rows and columns in the subset of the 
origin~l scene data using TAPE5 and format 99. These values 
were output from program SUBSET. 
3. Read-in the subscene that was output from program SUBSET using 
TAPEl and format 100. 
4. Read-in NSTRT, NSTOP. INTERV using TAPE5 and format 101. 
These values are determined in the following manner: 
NSTRT can be anyone of several rows in the subset data 
which corresponds to the first row of pixels chosen in 
program REPEAT to be comapred with the original scene 
data. This is due to the fact that one row of pixels 
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represents several rows Of original scene data (the pixel 
is an aggregate of several rows and columns of original 
scene data). If the first row of pixels output from 
program PIXPRO is the starting row in program REPEAT, 
then NSTRT can be arbitr'arily chosen to be II of the pixel 
length (NPXLEN) from program PIXPRO. 
NSTOP is the number of rows in the subscene needed to 
extract 1,000 values (BMD02T takes only 1,000 points per 
series) which depends on the number of samples per row 
in the input subset of original data (NeOL). 
INTERV is the number of samples per pixel (NPXLEN from 
program PIXPRO). 
A schematic of the relationship of starting pixel row, in program REPEAT, 
to NSTRT is given beloW. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - ~ .. .. .. .. .. 
Pi xe1 
Row 1 
V') 
- .. ----~ 
o 
c:: 
Pixel w 
Row 2 Q 
.... ~ .... -~ 
........ .. --
Pixel 
Row N 
........ 
c:: 
o 
I 
i 
------ If the starting row of pixels in 
----- program REPEAT is row 1, anyone 
----- of these rows can be NSTRT 
----- If the start; n9 row of pi xe1 s in 
---- program REPEAT ; s row 2, anyone 
------ of these rows can be NSTRT 
.. .. .. .. .. ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
If the starting row of pixels in 
----- program REPEAT is row N, anyone 
----- of these rows can be NSTRT 
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output from Program TRN: 
The transect values are written as a series of numbers to TAPE2 
using format 100 and must be saved as a file. These values are com~ 
bined with output from program REPEAT using program BMDDAT, and the 
combined data set is input to program BMD02T. The number of values 
written to TAPE2 is printed after the program listing. 
PROGRAM BMDDAT 
This program takes transect data from the original scene (output 
from program TRN) and combines it with repeated pixel values (output 
from program REPEAT) to form a data set for input to program BMD02T. 
To run the program: 
1. Read-in the total number of points in each set (NUMPTS) from 
TAPES. NUMPTS is the lesser of the number of points output 
from program REPEAT and TRN. NUr~PTS cannot exceed 1,000 due 
to the limits of program BMD02T. This limit may be changed if 
another power spectra program is used that handles more points 
per ser; es. 
2. Read-in the transect data on TAPEl using format 100. 
3. Read-in the pixel values on TAPE2 using format 200. 
Output from Program BMDDAT: 
The output values, representing two series (one following the other) 
of points, is output to TAPE3 and must be saved. The number of points per 
series is printed after the program listing. The data set is input to 
program BMD02T. 
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PROGRAH Bt,1002T 
This program is taken from Biomedical Programs (Dixon, 1971) and 
performs power spectra ~na1yses and calculates transfer functions be-
tween series of points. The Bt1D manual detail s the input and output 
for the progl"am and gives examples. 
PROGRAM GRARHO 
This program calculates arbitrary.graymapping intervals for 1at~r 
use in program GRAPIX. To run the program, the user specifies the 
minimum graymap level (XMIN), the number of levels to calculate (NUMRHO), 
and the interval between 1 evel s (XINT). NUMRHO is 1 imited by the number 
of symbols available in program GRAPIX for graymapping. Xf1IN, NUMRHO, 
and XINT are read-in from TAPE5 using format 100. Many other schemes 
could be used for calculating grayleve1s, such as histogram divisions, 
etc. This choice is left to the user. 
Output from Program GRARHO: 
Output from the program is a series of graylevels which is written 
to TAPE1 using format 200 and must be saved as a file. This file is 
used as input to program GRAPIX. 
PROGRAM GRAP I X 
This program graymaps the pixels output from program PIXPRO at the 
same scale as the input scene so comparisons of spatial detail can be made. 
To run the program: 
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1. Read-in NWID, NCOl, NCOlPX, and NUMRHO using TAPE5 and format 
100. NWID and NeOl are the number of rows and columns of 
elements in the original scene that would be needed to equal 
the size of one pixel (i.e. NPXWID and NPXlEN from program PIXPRO). 
NCOlPX is the number of pixels per row output from program PIXPRO. 
NUMRHO is the number of graymap levels output from program GRARHO. 
2. Read-in array RHO which contains the graymap levels output from 
program GRARHO, using TAPEl and format 101. 
Output from Program GRAP1.X: 
Output from the program is a graymap of the pixels at the same scale 
as the input scene. This format allows comparison of the amount of 
spatial detail (modulation) that wa& transferred from the original scene 
to the output scene (pixels). 
PROGRAM ATMOS 
This program adds the effect of the atmosphere to the pixels output 
from program PIXPRO. A transmission coefficient and path radiance value 
are read-in to the program. These values could also be applied directly 
to the original scene reflectance or radiance values. 
To run the program: 
1. Read-in a transmission coefficient "TRANS" and path radiance 
value "PATHRA" using TAPE5 and format 100. 
2. Read-in the pixel values (and their row and column designa-
tions) from TAPEl using format 101. 
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Output from Program ATMOS: 
Output of the program is a string revised pixel value (and their 
row and column identification). Output is written to TAPE2 and must 
be saved as a file. 
REFERENCES 
Dixon, W. J., Ed. 1971. BMD Biomedical Computer Programs. U. of 
California Publications in Automatic Computation No.2, U. of 
California Press, Berkeley, California. 
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PROGRAM SCENE ORIGINAL p,'l.Gtt \111 
Of. poOR QUALI"'" 
IEOR 
PROGRA" SCENEIINPuT,nuTPuI.TAPE5.rNPUTtTAPE6:0UTPUT, 
g ..•. :~::~~,;A:~~,~A::;,~~:~;'~A~~7:~PA~UE ~'D IRANS~UCENTloB;EC~S 
g ~ij8P~i;H ~~'oStD·g ~~.~~ mX~"5m~S:~N~E~E[tP~hE~ gn. UT, 
C C •• ~ •• THIS P"DGRA" CREATES OBJECTS WITHIN A SCE~E IARQAYI BY C READING IN A~ OBJECT NU~ij~~. LOCATID~ ICOORDINATES OF THE UPPER' LEFT C CORNER FOR RECTA~GLES, AND cE~TER FOR CIRCLES, 'TC.I, THE SYAPE, THE SIZE 
Cc OF THE ODJECT (L.NGTH, WIDTH, qADIUSI, AND THE COVER TYPE, AND 
C 
THEN FILLING THE SC.NE ARRAY WITH THE OdJECT. 
c
g .•••• DV~TR~~NBLE LIST: 
C O ~ATh-ID LE~GTH OF SCEN~ IN !'ICHES • YIOTH OF SC~NE IN :~CH€S 
C DIS~FT DISTANCe: I I'ICHESI FqOH LEFT EDGE OF PLAN TO REFERE~CE POINT 
Cc DNCI~rOSPZ DISTANCE (I!CHESI FqOH TOP OF PLAN TO R~FERENCE POI~T FOR OJBECT 
_" NUMBER OF C"LLS PE' INCH C NCOL NUMBER OF COLUM~S IN SCENE 
C NCOMB CD~BINATION OF OP~aUE A'ID TRMlS~UCE'lT OBJECT NA"ES 
C NCOVER COVER TYPE C IIPOU NUMRi:R OF ,0 US [N lC~N~ 
C NSCEN£ ARHY FOR STORING OaJ~CTS C NSHAPE SHAP. OF OBJECT C NU_OB OBJECT NU~a~q 
C NUMPRT OBJECT PAR T NUM9ER C RAD RADIUS (!NCrlESI ~F CIRCU~AR OBJECT C UID UIDTH I!NCH~SI JF ~,CTANGULAR OBJECT g XLEN LE~GTH IINCHESI OF RACTANGU~AR OBJi:CT 
C •••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMON NSCE~E(1~?,11GI, ~C'LSZ, NCOL, NROW 
C C ..... READ IN THE VALUES FOR :ELL SIZE, SCENE WIDTH AND 3CEN~ ~£NGTH USING C FORHAT !OO. 
C C ••••• CALCULATE THE ~UMB£' OF RJWS A'D :OLS I~ THE SC~~E ARRAY (SHOULD 9£ g LESS TH~N OR EQUAL TO THE ~IM,~StQIIS SPECIFIED IN COMMONI. 
599 
~O r 
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.CCL=INTIIQATWID·FLOATINCELSZII •• 51 NROU=INT«(DATLEN·FLOATI.CELSZII •• 51 
00 " t=l,l': .. 
D~ J J=l.l7? 
NSCE~E(I,JI=~~GIASS Cr:NTtNut CONTI NUl. 
REAO(1,1011 NUHOB,~UHPRT,DISLFT.OISTOP.NSHA~E.XL~N.UID.'AO.NCOVE~ 
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ORIGINAL PfI.GE fS 
OF POOR QUALI1Y 
g ••••• IF FINISHED WITH DP~aUE OOJ~CTS, .GOTO TRANSLUCENT OBJECTS "001. 
IFIEOF'lll 500,2 
C 
c· •••••• *It. 
C WRITEI7,601' NUHOB,NUHP~T,~ISLFT,OIST1P,NSHAPE, C .XLEN,WIDtR DtNC~VER 
~Ol FORH'TI2I~,2F~.1,A9,3F5.1,~51 c·.·· ..... . 
C g ••••• CALCULAT~ TH~ COL ~UHDE~ F'R THE ~BJECT ReF~RENC~ COORDINAT~. 
C 
C J'INTI(OISLFT.FLOATINC~LSZII'.51 
c··.·.···.· C WRIT~!7,6021 J 
~~2 FORHATI·J .. • ,151 c· ••••••••• 
C IF IJ .LE. 01 J=l 
C C.····"'··.· C WRITE17,6031 J 6C3 FORHATI'J=',I51 c •••••••••• 
C 
C ••••• CALCULATE THE ROW NUHBER FOR THE OBJECT REFERENCE COOROINAT~. 
C 
c 
I=INTIIDISTOP.FLOATCNCELSZII •• 51 
c· ••••••••• 
C WR:TEIT.6041 I 
60~ FORHATC'I=',I51 
c ••••••••• • 
C IF II .LE. 01 1=1 
C 
c· ••••••••• 
C WRITE17,60U I c·· ....... . 
C C ••••• ASSIGN THE COV~R TYP€ 
C 
TJ THE OBJECT REF~RENCE CJOROINATE. 
C 
NSCENECI,JI = NCOV.R 
c···· ..... . C URIT£C7.60S' NSCtNEC[,J) 
60S FOPHAT(·NSC~~E(I,dt=·,AS' 
c· ••••••••• 
C g ••••• CALL THE APPROF'IAT~ SUdROUTINE DEPENDING ON THE OBJECT SHAP •• 
IF INSHAPE .Ea. 4HR.CTI 
• CALL ~~CT(NUHOB.NU~p~r,XL~~,WID.NCOV~R.I,J' IF (NSH.PE .EQ •• HCIRC' 
C 
• CALL CIRCCNUHOB,NUHPRT,RAO,NC~VER,I,JI 
GOTO 1 
C 
~'JO FORMATf:~h2F10.q.) 
CL01 FOR~AT(2I~t2Fll.4,A~,3F1J.~tA51 
C ••••• READ Ifl A TqANSLUC£~T ,eJECT PAqA~!Tt~s C AS FOR ~PAaUE OBJECTS A~OV" 
C 
AND FOLL~W SAME PROCEDUR, 
130 C 
JO 
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ORIGINAL (,f.G\:: m 
OF POOR QUALITY 
c.· ....... . C WRITEIT.~Oll I,J,NSCENEII,JI.NCOVtR 
~oo FORHATI"FILLING rAP,J WITH",215,A3.A21 Ce ......... . 
C g •••.. CALL THE APPROPRIAT~ SU9ROUTINE DEPENDING ON OBJECT SHAPE. 
IF INSHAPE 'Ea. 4HRECTI 
• CALL TR CTlNUHOB.NUHP~T.XUNlW'D.NCOVE~ .. I,JI 
IF INSHAPE • a. 4HClRC' CALL TCIRCINUHOU.NUHPRT,RAD.NCOVER,:,J' 
C GOTO 5" 
C C ..... NOW REWIND TAPE 3 MID R;;PL~CE OPAQUE C OF OPAaUE AND TRANSLUCE~T O~JECTS. 
~6~00l REWIND 3 
READI3/'10' I,J.NC1H6 IFIEOF 311 502,71 
NSCENEIIIJI = NCOHa FORHATI2 5,A5' 
C 
TC 
41q 
OOTO 6~ 
~o 2 CONTlNUr. c···· ..... . C WRITEI7,ao:, 9CO FORHATI"NOW WRITE C.··· .. ·· •• c 
C 
OBJECTS WITH COHBINATION 
102 
WRITE14.1021 
FORHATIAS' STOP 
IINSCE~EII,J'.J=L.NC'L,.I=L.NROW' 
C 
END 
SUBROUTINE RECTINUM~BI~UMPRT.XL'~'WID.NCOVER.I.JI COMMON NSCENEILCO.170 • NC~LSZ.NCOL.NROW 
C C ••••• THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO FILL THE SCENE WITH RECTANGULAR C OPAQUE ~BJECT. 
~ -~ -----~~. ~~l 
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C ••••• TH!: IF CHECKS ON Kl AND K2 ARE TO ~AKE SURE T~E SCENE ARRAY BOUNJS C ARE NOT EXCEEDED. 
C c···· ..... . C WRITE17.6051 
606 FOR"ATI"WE~T TO SUAROUTIVE RECT"' C.···· ........ C C·· •.••...• 
C UR!TE(7.6C7) NUHOB.NUHPRr.XLE~,~r~.NCOV~R,I.J ~ry FORMATC214,2FS.l,AS.2!41 
~ ......... . 
c 
Kl=I·INTIIXLEN·FLOATINCEL5ZII+.SI-1 
IFCKl • E:Q. C, Kl=l IF(Kl .GT. NROWI Kl=NROW C·· •••••••• 
C UR!TEC7.666' Kl 
=56 FOPHATC-Kl=-,I5) S···· ...... . 
c C·" •••••••• C WRITE17.6671 K2 
~67 FQRHATC-K2=-,I5) 
c ... • ......... . 
C 
59 
ORIGINAl. PAG\::: ig 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DO 10 INol=I!Kl 
oQ ~ IND2=JIK2 NSCENE I~01.I'jD21 = NCoV'~ 
C C*·.*·· •••• C60B WRITeCT!6'61 INoL,IN02.NCDVER FORHAT C~ 15 .A5I C ••• * .tII •••• 
C15 • CONTI.UE 
• CONTINUE RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE CI RCCNUHOe INUH~q T !RlOtNCO~'n:R ,I ,J I COHHON NSCENECIOQ.1TO • NC,L'Z,NCOL,NROW 
C ••••• THIS SUAROUTINE IS USED TO FILL THE SCENE WITH CIRCULAR C OPA QU£ OBJ;:CTS. 
C 
e ••••• THE IF CHECKS ON IL,I2,Jl~J2,NqOWT'~ROWB,Kl, AND K2 AR~ TO ~AKE C SURE TH~ SCENE A~RAY BOU~uS ARE NOT EXCEEDED. 
C 
C c •••••••••• 
C WRITEC7.6071 
6~7 FO~HATC'WE~T TO SUBROUTI~E CI~C"I 
c·.·······. C c·· ....... . 
C WRITEC7.60BI NUHoe.NUHPRT,~AO.NCOYER.I.J 60B FORHATC2I4,F5.L,l5.2151 c·········· C 
C 
C 
C 
I AND J ARE THE CENTER eoo~os OF THE CIRCLE; R~D IS RA01~_S,,-. 
NSIOE1=!NTCCRAO·FLOATCNCELSZII •• ~I 
c· ••••••••• 
C WRITEC7 •••• , NSIOEI 
44. FORHATC"NSIDE1=",I51 C··.······· C 
C 
10 
:0 
c 
C 
C 
• 
FILL TH~ FOUR DISTA',CES FRJH THE CE'/TER FIRST. NDtX:NS!OE1-1 IFCNOEX .EO. 01 RETURN 
I1=I-NQEX 
IF~I1 .LE. ,. 11=1 
I2'=I+J4CE:X 
IFCI2 .GT. NROWI I2=NROW DO 10 INOI=Il.I2 NSCENECIN01,JI=NCOYER CONTINUr JI=J-NDEX IFCJI .LE. II JI=1 
.J2=.J+ND~X 
IFCJ2 .GT. NCOLI J2=NC'L 
0020 :'102=.11,.12 
NJCENECI,IN021=NCOVER CONTINIJ[ 
I~m3 IS US::O TO cou...,r ·WHB!.~ JF ~ows ~UST CONSt::H:1t aETW~::N CE'ITER AND ;:OGC: OF :IRCLZ = RAOIUS-2 SH,CZ KNOW ro~ ANC ~I~~L~. 
ll=NSIO~!-2 
C •••••••••• 
C UR!TEt7,~.5) Ll 
4.S FOPMATC-Ll=-,I5' 
C'f>***···· .. • 
C 
IFCLl .£0. :, RE:TU;\'~ 
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ORIGINAL PP,Gi:: 13 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DO ~O INDJ=l,Ll 
USE P-THEO~EH TO FI~D T~I~O SIDE 
NSIOE2=NSIDEI-IN03 
Kl=FLOATCNSIDEIJ··2. X2=FLDATCNSIDE2J··2. X3=(CK1-X2J··.5,+.5 NUHCDL=INTCX3J 
N"DWT=I·C~SIDE1-CI~D3·lJI IFCNRDWT .LE. l I NRDWT=1 
NROWB=I+INSIOEI-CI~D3+1JJ IFINRDWB .GT. ~ROWI NROWB=NROW 
Kt :J-"UMCOL IFCKl .LE. 01 ~=1 K2=J+NUMCOL IFCK2 .GT. NCOLI K2=NCOL 
DO 40 K3=K11K2 
C*· •••••• ,.. NSCENE NROWT,KlI=NCOVER 
C70 C C··.· .. ···. 
WRITEC7,7l0J NROWT,KJ.NCOVER 
FOR"ATIZI5,A~J 
C 
C 
C 
NSCENECNRlWa,KJJ=NCOVER 
W~ITEC7,711J ~ROW9,Kl,NCOVER FORHATC215,A5J 
e~NTlNUE CONTINUE RnURN END 
SUBROUTINE TRECTCNUHOB,NU~PRT ,XLE'I ,WID ,NCoVt R ,I ,J I COMMON NSCENEC10Q,170J, NCELSl,NCDL,NROW 
C ••••• THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO WRITE THE LOACTIDNS OF RECTANGULAR C TRANSLUCENT OBJECTS ONTO TAPEl FOR SUBSEQUENT '~POSITION ON THE 
C OPAQUE OBJECTS. 
C 
C ••••• THE IF CHECKS ON Kl AND K2 ARE TO MAKE SURE THE SCENE ARRAY BOUNDS C ARE NOT EXCEEDED. 
C 
r. 
C 
6C e 
r. 
C 
WRITEC7.6nSJ FDRMAT("WENT TO SJa,DUTINE TRECT"J 
YRITE(~,lO~) t.J,NSCE~~(I.J'tNCOV~q 
Kl:I·INTCCXLEN·F~DAT(NC!LSZJI'.5J-l 
C 
c.····.···· C WRITEC1.997J Kl 
~91 FORHATf-Kl=-.IS) 
Cft •• ***' ••• 
c 
c c······· ... C UR!TE(7,99g, ~2 
a9p. FORMAT(-K2=.,IS' 
c·· •••••••• 
c 
c 
IF( 1(2 • eD. ,j» ·K2=1 IFCK2 .GT. ~COL) KZ=NCOL 
DO 10 i~Dl=I.Kl 
DO 5 IN02=J.K2 
WRIT£(3,LJO) I~OltI~~2.~SCtNE(IN01,I'I~2',~COVtR CO~ITIWE 
CO~ II Nur 
- ------ ------.... 
t. 
." 
i 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.1 
, ' 
C 
C 
FOR"AT.2I5,A3,~ll 
RETURN END 
61 
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SUBROUTINE TCIRCI~UHOB'NUHPRTiRAD.NCDVER'I,JI COHHON NSCENEI10Q,1701, ~C~LS ,NCOL,NROW 
C ••••• THIS SURROUTINE IS USED TO WRITE THE LOCATIONS OF CIRCULAR C TRANSLUCENT OBJECTS ONTO T4PE3 FOR SUBSEDUENT IHPOSITICN ON g THE OPADUE OBJECTS. . 
C ••••• THE IF CHECKS ON Il.12,Jl,J2,NROWT.NROUB!Kt. AND K2 ARE TO ~AKE C SURE THE SCENE ARRAT BDU~"S ARE NOT EXCE.DEO. 
C 
C c.· ....... . 
C URlTEI7.6091 
609 FaRHATI"UE~T TO SUB~OUTINE TCIRC·) c··.· ..... . 
C 
C 
WRITEC3,lOOI I,J,NSCENEII,JI'NCOV~R 
c 
NSIDE!=INTCIRAD·FLOATINC~LSZI)+.5) 
c·· ....... . 
C WRITEI7.303) NSIDEI 30) FORHATI"NSIDE1=",I51 C···· ..... . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
to 
C 
C 
2~ 
C 
C 
NOEX=NSIOE!-1 
IF INDEX .ED. 01 RETURN 
It=I-NoEX 
IFill .LE. ~) 1=1 I2=I'NoEX IFII2 .GT. NROWI I2=NROW 
DO 10 INDI=IllII URITEI), aD) INOI,J,~SCENEII~OI,J).NCOVER CONTINUE 
Jl=J-NoEX IFIJ! .LE. 0) Jl=I J2=J'NDEX 
IFIJ2 .GT. NCOLI J2=NC~L 
00 20 I~02=JllJ2 UPITEI3. OJ) I,INo2,~SCENEII,I~02),NCOVER CONTlNUr 
Ll=NSIDEl-2 
c·*·· ..... . C WRlTEI7,3041 Ll 
!C~ FO~M~T(·Ll=·,I5' c .......... . 
C 
C 
C 00 so !~03=IoLl NSIDE2=NSIDE1-INOJ 
Xt=FLOATtNSIDE1'·.2. X2:FL~AT(NSIO~2~·.2. 
X~=«Xl-X2'*·.5)·.j NUMCOL=INTIX3' 
NRCWT=I-INSIOEI-II~D3'I') IFINROWT .LE. ;) N~OUT=l 
NRCWB=I'I~SIJ£t-II'DJ'I)) 
IFINRJ~8 .GT. '~O~) ~qOWB='R~U 
Kl=J-~1Ut1COL 
IF IKI .LE. 1I KI=l 
K~=J+"4UHCOL 
IF(K2 .Gr. ~CJL) (2=~C~L 
~ 
, 
," 
I 
') 
J 
I , 
'1 
I 
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r. 
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I 
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DO 40 Kl=KI,K2 
WR!TEIJ.l]O' WRITEIl.l D' CONTt~8~TtNUE 
~R'WT.Kl.NSCtNEINROWT.K3'.NC'VtR ~ROWij,K3.NSCt~tINROWB,K3,.NCDV£R 
FOR"AT(2I~.Al.A2' 
RETURN END I'OR • e 
IEOF 
PROGRAM MAKWTS 
IEOR 
C 
PROGRAH ~AKWTS(INPUT,OUrPUT.TAPE5=INPUT'TAPe6=OUTPUT, 
+TAPE:l,rf,P£Z) 
C ••••• THIS PROGRAH CALCULATES TH~ WEIGHTS TO ASSlr.N TO THE ScrNE ~b~~~~TS 
c BASED ON THE POINT SPREAD FUNCTION (PSFI. THE ~UHBeR ~. Rt. LT.NG 
C WEIGHTS DE"NDS ON THE DISTANCo ~£PR£SENTED BY EACH SCE~E SA~PL. C IDISAHP!. THE PSF SHOULD ALWAYS BE nGITIZ!D AT AN INTERVAL .LE. C THE' DIS'AUC! PER SC:;;NE SAMPLE (OISAHP'. 
c g TAPEI IS THE DIGITIZED PSF VALUES. TAPEZ IS THE OUTPUT WEIGHTS. 
c •••••• , •• VAPIABLe LIST •• * •••••• ~ 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r. 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
eENWT CUTFRE 
orSAKP 
O~S!'n NDPOP 
NUHPTS NUHWTS 
VALAVE 
WElTS XPSF 
c •••• • •••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
C 
DZHENSION NUPI51,. XPSFISJ •• WEITSIS? READIS.IDD. CUTFRE.NUHPTS.~!SA~P URITEI&.99. CUTFqE.~UHPTS.OISAMP Q9 FO~HATC1X'·CUTFR~=·.F7.l.·~UHPTS=·,I5,·OISA~P=·,F7.l) 
C C ••••• READ THE DIGITIZED PSF VALUES INTD ARRAY XPSF INOTE FO"HAT,. 
C 
C 
READII.lel. IXPSFlr.,I=l.NUHPrSI 
10C FORHATCF7.3.15,F1.3' 
101 FQRHAT(FS.2) 
C ••••• CALCULATE TH~ OISTA'C~ ~~pqESE'T~D 
c 
BY EACH ~IGITIZ~~ P~F VALUE. 
\\ 
1 
I 
, 
l 
63 
C 
C ••••• CALCULATE THE ~UHBE' OF PSF VALU.S TO AVERAGE TO EaUAL THE OISTA~er C COVERED BY ONE SCEN~ SAHPL~. 
C VALAVE=DISAHP/OISINT 
YRITEIGl971 VALAVE ~7 FORMATe X,·VALAVE=·,F10.~. 
c 
e ••••• CALCUL~TE THE ~UH~ER OF PSF VALUES TO AVERAG~ TO OETEqHINE THE CENTER C SAHPLE YEIGHT. 
C NOROP=INT«(VALAU£/2.)+.5) URITEIS,BBI NOROP 
CBS FOQHATIlX,"NDROP=",I51 
g ••••• CALCU~ATE THE CENTER Y~IGHr. 
SUH=O. 
002 I=l,NOROP 
SU~=SUH+XPSFIII 
2 CONTINUE CENYT=SUH/FLOATI riOROP I URITEI6,B41 CENYT 
84 FORMATIIX,'THE CE~T~R PIX.L WEIGHT IS:",FIO.41 YRITEIZ,B31 CENYT 
cg3 FORHATI~H O,fIO,,' 
C ••••• CALCULATE THE NUHB~R OF UE:GHrS TO BE DETERMINED. 
C NUMUTS=INUMPTS-NDROPI/VALAVE 
URITE(6.96) NUHWTS 
96 FO~HAT(tX,·~UHWTS=·,Il0) C ••••• NOU MULTIPLY VALAVE aY I T' NUHWTS TO GET UPPER LIHIT OF INTERVALS. 
NUPU , ""',OROP 
00 5 I"ll/;UHUTS NUP t+II=INTICI'VALAVEI+.51+NDROP 
? C~t/T!fIUE NUprOP=NUHUTS+1 
IFIRuPINUprOPI .GT. NUHPTSI URI'.16,901 
Q". FORMAT(lX.·~XC~EOtJ NUMBER OF I~PUT ~EIGHTS·) UR:T!:16,851 
.5 FORMATIIX,'UPPER LI~IT OF VALUES TO AVERAGE ARE:"I URI Tr.C6,951 INUPIII,I=I,NUPTOPI 
'5 FORHATIIX,I~I 
C 
C ••••• NOU AVERAGE THE 'PO.OVRIlT! PSF VA~UES TO D~TAI~ THE UEIGHTS. 
C J=NDROP 
K=C 00 10 JJ=I.NUHUTl NN=O SUM=O. 
NOIF=NU~IJJ+II-NUP(JJI 
URITEI6l?41 NJIF Q4 FORHAT( X,-NOIF=-,rSJ 
DC 1 KK=I,NDIi' 
~N=NN+l 
J=J+l SUH=SUH+XPSF IJ 1 
7 CCNTINUE SU_=SUH/NN 
K=I<+l 
Y=;-!TS(K)=SU'1 
C! ~ CONTI NUt 
c ••••• Su~ TH" PSF VALUES THAT A~~ L~FT IF THEnE ARE Ar L.AST VAL~V~/~ Jr- THEH. 
e 
LFT~TS NUHPTS-NUPINUPTOPI U"nE! .931 LFTYTS 
FC~~~T lX,·LFT~TS=·,r5' 
!FCFLO T(LFT~TS) .LT~ V~LAV~/2., QOTO 4C 
,I 
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K=K+I SUH=O. 
00 39 I=l,LFTYTS J=J+I 
CONTIStl~=SUH.XPSFIJI SUH=S~M/VALAVE 
YEITS (K I=SUM 
64 
g ••••• YRITE OUT THE YEIGHTS 4~0 SAVE THEH ON TAPE2. 
40 YRITE(6,20~ I 
200 201 ?02 
WRITE(~,2011 III,WEITSIIII,I=l,KI 
WRITE(2,20~' «t.YEtTSC1",I=1,~' FORHAT(IX,·THE WEIGHTS ARE:"I FORMAT(IX, I5 1 F1 ,.41 FORHATII5,Flo.41 STOP 
END IEOR 
lEO ~O.O 50 
PROGRAM PIXPRO 
lEaR 
C 
PROGRAM PIXPROCINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAP.5=OUTPUT, 
+TAPEl,TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE~1 
C ••••• THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES PIXEL VALUES BY APPLYING T~E WEIGHTS OUT oUT C FROM PROGRAM MAKWTS ANO AGGRf2ATING THE SCE~E SAHPL~S INTO oIX'LS. C TAPEI IS T~E SCENE JUTPUT FR~~ PROGRAH SCENE, 
C TAPE2 IS THE WEIG~TS OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM MAKWTS, AND TAPE9 IS T~E C PIXELS OUTPUT FROH THIS PROGRAM. 
C 
C ••••• THE SCENE ARRAY MUST BE OIHENSIONED AT LEAST AS GREAT AS '~ROW' ~NO C 'NCOL' CUTPUT FROH PROGRAM SCE:NE. T~E .EIG~TS ARRAYS (WElT> ~ W;:ITCI C HUST BE OIMENSIONED AT LEAST AS G~EAT AS THE NUMBE" OF WEIGHTS ~UTPUT 
C OUTPUT FROH PROGRAM MAKWTS • 1 ~I.E., NU~WTS+l, SINCE THE C;:NTER WEIGHT C IS LABELLED 01. C BEFORE THIS PROGRAM IS RUN. THE SCENE ARRAY COVER TYPE COO" NAMES 
C '1US! BE CHANGED 10 qe:FL::CT.\'lCE OR ~ADIAtJCE VALUES. THIS CA"l BE 
C ACCCMPL!SHED wITH ~ SYSTEM TEXT EDITOR II.E •• ALL ,CCUPP.ENC!S OF A C PARTICULAR COVER CODE 'AME ARE ~E~LACED WITH A .ARTICULAR ~UME'ICAL C VALUE" OR WITH A pqOGRAM WHICH CHA'IGES NAMES TJ CHOSE'I NUMBERS. 
C IT IS THE USERt~ CHOIC~ 4S TQ ~HAT SCHE~E TO USt IN 4SSIGNING C NUMERICAL VALUES TO THE eonR CODE NAMES. 
C 
!O 17 
: 
1" 6 
l~ 7 
10 ~ 
DIMENSION SCEN~(16J.17?),WE!TR(40'.W~ITC('u) 
RE~O(S,lOO) NUMUTR.NUH~TCtNSCLE~.NSCUID,Ns,~,PIXWIO,PIXL~n, 
.OISAHP 
FORHAT(515.3F7.31 
WRITEI5,1061 NUHWTR.NUM~TC 
FORHATI1X,'NUHBER OF WEIGHTS IN ROW ANO COL OIRECTI~NS ARE: 
.·,2!1C) 
WPITE(6.1011 PIXWID.PIXLEN 
FORMAT(lX,'PIXEL WIn ANJ ~E'GTH IN METERS A~E: 
+-,2F1Q.2) 
WRITE(o.10S1 NSCWID.NSCLEN 
FOPHATIIX,'SCENE WIDTH INJ LENGTH IN NUMB,R OF SAMPLES IRE: 
.-,2!10) 
;-.:.-;-_ II 
.1 
, 
1 
i 
1 
. 
. 1 
i 
J 
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I 
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j 
,j 
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~RITEI6.109) DISAHP 
FORHATIIX,"DISTANCE PER SAHPLE lIN HETERS) 
.... ,F 10 •• ' IFINSYH .EO. 0) ~RITEI6,11~1 
FORHATIIX,"THE PSF IS SYHHETRICAL"I 
IFINSYH .EO. II GDT~ 500 READ12,101) CENYT, I~EITR(I),I=I,NUHYTR) 
FORHAT(5XtF1D.~) 
IS: 
~EADll.10J) «SC~N.II,JI,J=I,NSCYIO),I=I.NSCLENI 
FORHATlF5.21 
C 
NPX~ID=INTIIPIXYID/OISA~PI+.51 NPXlEN=INTIIPIXlEN/DISAHPI+.51 
~RITEI6,10') NPX~IO.NPXlEN 104 FORHATIIX,"NUHBER OF SAHPL"S PER YIOTH AND LENGT~ OF PIXEL ARE: 
.-,2I10) 
NRO~P~=INSCLEN-12'~UHWTC)I'NPXLEN 
NCOLPX=INSCYIO-12'NUHYTR))'~PX~IO 
WRIT£(6.105J NROWPX.NCOL~K IDS FORHATIIX,"NUHBER uF RO~S AND COlS OF PIXELS IN OUTPUT ARE: 
·-,2110) 
C C ••••• URITE HEADINGS FOR PIXEL OUTPUT. ~RITEI6!lU I 111 FORHATe X,2X,·ROY·.~X,·COL·,7X,·RHO·) 
C C ••••• NOW START THE PIXEL VALU~ CALCULATIONS 
C 
2~ 
C 
26 
27 
23 
30 
C::~IJ 
lt2 
1'J 1 
+ 
+ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
HIDPXR=NUHWTR+t 00 30 KR=llNROJPX HIOPXC=NUHWTC+I 
DO 29 KC=I.NCOLPX 
SUH=SCENEIMIOPXR.HIOPXC).CEN~T SUHYT=CENYT 00 2B KI=I.NUH~TR 
SUH=SUH+I~EITRIKI)' 
. (SCENE'HIDPXR.HIOPKC+Kt) 
.SC~~E(HIOPXR~KltHIDPXC) 
.$C~NE(MIDPXR-Kl.HtOPXC) 
+SCE~EtHIOP~R.HIOPXC-KII)1 
su"wr=sUHwr+(~.oWEITR(KIJ' CONTINUE 
~jup=a 
00 27 K2=1.NUM~T~ 
NR=HIDPKR+K2 NC=HIOPXC 
NUP::~UP·2 NBAK=a 
00 25 KJ=l.~UMWTC 
NBAK=NBAK+2 NC=HIOPXC+KJ 
X~~IT=WEITRIK21'~EITRIKJ) 
SUH=SU"+(XWEIT·(SCE~E(~R,NC) 
.SC::~JE ('IR-'WP, NC) 
+SCEN~(~R-~UP.NC-NBAK) 
·SC~~E(~~.~C-~BAK'» SUMWT=SUHYT·(4.*XWE!T) CONTINUE 
:ONTIllUE CALL SAVP!~(SJM.3UHWT.K~,KC) 
_IDPXC=HIOPXC+NPXWIJ 
CO~TlNU" 
~IOPXR=HIDPXR+~PXLEN CONTINUE GOTD 5~1 
\ilRITE:C.;.ll2.) 
Fap.~ATC1X,·~OT 4 SY~H~T~IC~L P~I~T SPR~AO FUNCTION.-) 
STOP END 
. 
. 
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C 
200 
201 
IEO~ 31 
IEOF 
SUBROUTINE SAVPIXCSUH,SUHWT,KR,KC) 
PIXVAL=SUH/SUHWT WRITEI9,20l1 KR,KC,PIXVAL 
FOR~ATC215rFI0.~1 WRITEI6,20 I KRrKC,PIXVAL 
FOPHATIIX,215,F 0.4) 
RETURN 
END 
31 160 170 , 73.5l0 13.501 1.905 
PROGRAM REPEAT 
IEOR 
C 
PPOGRAH REPEATCINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPEI,TAPE21 
C ••••• THIS PRCGRAH REPEATS PIXEL VALUES OUTPUT FROH PROGRAH PIXPRO TO HAKE C THE DISTANCE COVERED BY oACH V~LU •• QUAL TO THE DISTANCE COVERED BY C ONE ORIGINAL SCENE VALU·. THE SERIES OF PIXEL V~LUES MID S.RIES OF C ORIGINAL SCENE VALUES WILL THE~ HAVE THE SAHE NUMBoR OF ELEMENTS FOP 
C COMPUTING THE T~lNSFER FUNCTION IN PROGRAM 3HD02T. C T~PEI IS THE IN~UT PIXELS FROM PROGRAM PIXPRO. 
C 
C C ••••• READ In THE NUHBER ,F SC~NE SAMPLES CONTAINED I~ THE DISTANCE 
c COVCRED BY ONE PIxel (EQUAL T~ -NPIXWIO· AND ·NPIXL~N· !N pqOGRAH C PIXPROI. THIS PROG~AM HANDLES ONLY SQUARE PIXELS AS FORMATTED NOW. C ALSO READ I. THE STARTING AND .NDING ROW NUMBERS FOR THE ROWS CF C PIXELS MEED ED TO HATCH THE: .OPTION OF THE SUBSCENE TO Bo USED IN C PROGRAH rRN TO EXTRACT TRANSECTS. 
C READIS"'I NUHREP,NRSTRT,NREND 9. FORMAT/3IS1 
C 
C 
• 
I 
3 
12 
100 
':" 0 
r. 
NUHPTS=l 
READct.IOO) NROV,PIX IFIEOFIIII 50l,1 
IF/NROW .LT. NRSTRT) GOTl • 
IF(NRO~ .Gr. NREND) 500,3 
00 12 K=1.NUHREP 
WRIT~(2,2QOJ PIX 
NUHPTS=NUHPTS.l CONTINUE 
GOT~ • 
FORMAT(t5,5X,Fl0.4J 
FORHATCF10.~' 
C ••••• ~RITE OUT THE TOT~~ ~UHB.R OF VALUES ~RITTEN TO TAP.2. 
C S, .. WRITEIG.30~) NUHPTS 
JC~ FORHAT(IX,"TOTAL ~U~B~R OF POI~TS OUTPUT=",171 
C 
I~OR 
5 
I~OF 
STOP 
END 
6 12 
.'" (/ 
." ~ 
1 
1 
\ 
'1 I 
1 j 
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i 
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PROGRAM SUBSET 
fEOR 
C 
PROGRAM SU~SETIINPUT,OUTPUT,TAP~~=I~PUT,TAPE6=GUTPUT, 
+TAPEl,HPE21 
\{f '.J' 
C ••••• TH!S PROGRAM C~£AT~S 4 SU8S~T SCENt FRO" THE ORIGINAL SCENE THAt C ~ILL HATCH THE AREA CGVERED BY THE PIXELS OU1PUT FROH C PIXRPO. THE DIH"~SIONS OF THE SUBSET AREA U LL BE BASED ON THE g SIZE OF THE PIXELS AND THE NUHBER OF YEIGHTS NEEDED TO CREATE A PIXEL. 
10 " C • 
OIMENSION SCE~EI16J!17~I PEAOI1.100I (ISCENE I,JI,J=1,17JI.I=1,1601 FORHA TlF5.Z I 
C ••••• TH£ tNO~X FOR -1- (ROYS) GOES F~OH THE CENT~R SAMPLE OF TH~ ~I~ST C PIXEL CREATED FROH THE SCENE, MINUS HALF TH. PIXEL SIZE IN ~UHSE~ OF C SAMPLES. TO TH. ~UHBER ~F PIXELS • NUHBER OF SCE~E SAHPLES PER PIXEL. 
C THE I~OEX FOR 'J' ICOLSI IS CALCULATED THE SAHE YAY. ~UHYTR. NUMYTC, g NRGYP , NCOLPX, NPXLEN, A~O NP~YIO ARE TAKEN FROM PROG"AM P!XPRO. 
HAO 15 .99 I NUHYTR, ,~UMYTC ,NROYPX. NCOLPX ,NPXLE N, ~PX UIC 
C 99 FaRHA 1161 51 
C 
NCt:NTR=NUHUTR+I NCENTC=NUHYTC+I 
Kl=NCENTR-I~PXLEN/II K2= I NPXI.EN' NROYP XI-loKI K3=NCENIC-INPXWID/21 K.=INPXYID·NCOLPXI-I+K3 
g ••••• UR!TE OUT THE DATA THAT IS NEEDEO IN PROGRAM TRN. 
URITEI6.JOl I 
~C~ FOPHATIIX,'INPUT TO PROGRAM TRN:') URITE(6.JOL) Kl,~J 
!~l FO.~~TI1X,·START!N~ ROY ~~D COL I~ ORIGiNAL SCE'E:',2I~I 
NROYS=~PXLE~·NROYPX NCCLS=N?XYID'NCOLPX 
YRIT~'6,302' NROYS,NCOlS 302 FORMATI1X,'NUHBER OF ROYS ~~o COLS IN SUBSC~NE:',2!51 
C 
s Ie 
IC:OR 
Z 
I~/"JF 
00 10 t:t<1,K2 
DO 5 J=t<!.I<~ 
YRITt(2,lJQ) 5C~~~(I,J' COflTINUE CONTINUE 
STIJP END 
2 ~2 55 l 
," 
·,1 
I 
I 
I 
j 
1 
! 
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1 
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PROGRAM TRN 
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PROGRAM T~~\iNPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE~=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
+TAPEl,T~PE21 
g ••••• THIS PROGRAM EXTRACTS HORIZONTAL (ONE DIH~NSIO~'LI TRA~S~CTS FROM. C SUBSET CF TH~ ORIGINAL SC~NE OATA FOR LAYER COMPARISON OF F~EQUENCT C CONTENT VITH THE PIXELS OUTPUT FROH PROGRAM PIXPRO. 
C C ..... INPUT CTAPElI IS A SUaS~T ~F THE ORIGINAL DATA THAT HATCHES THE AR~A 
C COVtRED BT THE ~IX~LS OUToUT FqOM PIXPRO INOTC THAT EDGES OF THE C ORIGINAL SCENE H VE BEEN TRUNCATED TO ACCOUNT FOR THE SAMPL~S NEEDED 
t TO CRE~TE THE VALUr:S FOR THE r:DGE PIXELSI. C THIS SUBSET OF THE ORIGINAL DATA IS OUTPUT FROH PROGRAM SUBSET. 
C C ..... THE STARTING VALUE :N STMT J DO LOOP DEPENDS ON THE CHOICE OF THE C STARTING POINT FOR THE TRANSECTS ~T THE USER, A~D THE INTERVALS C DEPEND ON THE NU"Bt~ OF TI~ES THE: PIXELS HAD TO BE qEP~AT:'D TO COVER 
C THE SAME DISTANCE AS THE S~ENE SA~PLES USED TO :REATED THE PIXELS. C NSTOP IS LIMITED BY THE NUMBeR OF ROWS OF DATA !II THE SUBS!,;T OF C THE ORIGINAL DATA. 
C C ••••• NSTART CAN BE CHOS~~ TO BE 1/2 ~PXL!N (FROM PRO~RA" PIXPRO); HOW~VER, C THE ST'RTING POINT MUST CORRESPOND TO THE STARTING PIXEL ROW C CHOSEN IN PROGRAM REPEAT. C NSTOP IS THE NUHBER OF ROWS IN THE sua SCENE NEEDED TO EXTRACT C lOCO VALUES IHHDHTF TAKES ONLY lon, POINTS PER ~ERIESI WHIC~ DEPENDS C ON THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES ~.R ROW IN THE INPUT SUBSET OF OR!GINAL Q~TA; C INTERV IS THE NUHBER OF SAMPLES PER PIXEL (NPXLEN FROM PROGRAM P!XPROI. 
e 
C 
C ••••• NROWS AND ~COLS e~M, FROM THE ~U~9ER OF ROWS AND eOLS I~ THE SUB SCENE C AS OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM SUBSET. 
C 
9° 
C 
J 
"'I C .-
DIMENSION SCENE(16~,17~1 
REAOIS,~31 NROWS, NCOlS 
FORMATl2ISI 
~EAO(l,lDO' C(SC~~~(I,JJ,J=1,NCOLS),I:l.NROYS) 
!F(£OF(lll 500.3 READIS.l011 ~START, NSTOP, INTERV 
FOP.ATI3ISI 
C ••••• KEEP TPACK OF THE ~UMBE~ ~F T~A~SEeTS ~ECORDED 
e NUMBER OF POINTS In TAPE2 ~ILL BE KNOWN. 
C 
]" 
C 
NSUM=O 
00 JO !=NSTART.NST'P,INTERU 
\lP :TE( 2 .1l~' 'scr.:.~t: (l • J, ,J=l, 'leOlS' NSUH=NSUM+l 
CONTINUE 
~N TAPE2 so THE TorAL 
c ••••• WR1TE OUT THE TOT4L NUMBER 
C 
OF ?OI~TS THAT Wr.:.R~ iUTPUT T~ TAP~2. 
I:OC 
NUHPTS=NSUH'NeOLS WRITE(6.JCJ) NUHPT3 
FOR~AT(lX,NTOT~L ~U~B~R ~F FOPHATlF5.Z1 STOP 
END 
L 55 165 
17 3. ] I,OF 
Pot~TS aUTPur=·,:~) 
, 
'.1 
." 
~ 
! 
• l 
\ 
~ , 
, 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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PROGRAM BMDDAT 
IEOR 
PROGRAM BHDDAIIINPUT,OUTPUT'TAPE~=INPUT'TAPE6=OUTPUT' 
+TAPEl,TAPE2,T PEJI 
C C ••••• THIS P"QGRlH TAKES TRANSECT OATA 'ROM THE ORIGINAL SCENt 10UTPUT C FROH PRCGRAM TRNI ~ND COMBINES IT ~ITH THE REPEATEJ PI~r.LS 10UTPUT C FROH REPEATI TO FlRH A DATA SET FOR INPUT TO PROGRAM BMDHTF. C TAPEI IS THE TRANSECT DATA. TAP~2 IS TH~ REPEATED PIXELS, A~O C TAPEJ IS THZ OUTPUT DATA SET USED AS INPUT TO BHDHTF. 
C C ••••• BHD~TF ~ILL HANDLE JNLY 10l' POINTS PER SERIES. THEREFORE, DO ~OT C COHBINE MORE THAN IlOO POI~TS FOR EACH OF THE T~J DATA SOUHC~S C CTRANSECTS & PIXELSI. THIS CONTROL IS HANDLED BY SETTI~G THE LI~tTS C OF THE DO LOOP 1'0 NUHPTS. YOU ~4Y NOT HAVE lOCO POINTS AVAILABLE C IN EACH OATA SOURCE, THEREFORE NUHPTS ~ILL BE .LE. 1000. THESE LIHITS C HAY BE CHANGEO IF ANOTHER PO~ER SPECTRA PROGRAH IS CHOSEN THAT HANDLES CHORE DATA POINTS THAN B~0~2T. 
C 
C 
REAo15,991 t/UHPTS 09 FORHATCISI 
5 
lQ C 
100 
DO 5 I=I.IIUHPTS 
REAoll ,100) X 
~R!TECJ.2QO) X 
CONTI NUt FORHATCFS.21 
FORHATCF10 .. , 
DO IS I=l/NUHPTS 
RE"AO :!.2Qtl) )( 
Mf(!TE'eJ,2'J:' )( 
CONTINUE 
~R!TEC6.JOll 
FORHATCIX.·THE INFORMATIO~ USED IN BXOHTF IS:") ~RITEC6,3rl) NUHPTS 
FORHATIIX,'NUMBER OF POI~TS PER SERIES=',I5) 
STOP 
END 
PROGRAM BMD02T 
'~9~'T90,P~1:~. JCL TO RUH ~~002T TRA~SFER FUNCTICN 
U3£' il., ~:"U Tt.: ,OUTPUT, ro=~ O. OC=lP .OEF. 
1~T.TAPE1=OAT4B5. ~~TtSTATLI8/UN=LI8~A~Y. CALL(STA,LIBCP=B~002TII 
LliO. 
OJr::.w pm ,OUTPUT. ~EPL~cr,aUTPUT=8M04B5. 
~CTOtQAYFIL::. 
~xrT. 
04YFILEt~YFIl.'S. 
~t.PLACE.MYFtL~. 
~~g~L~DAT4B5Yo::'S 2.1J~01): 1:1 .I.e PtXE:L 
(~ln.4' ~!LECT YES Y~3 Y~S 18 ;1 2~BT 
F:'4ISH 
I~OF 
17:-1 
." 
. , 
I 
1 
1 
~ 
I 
• I 
! 
r 
I 
f: 
I 
I 
I 
r 
r 
li 
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PROGRAM GRARHO 
ORlGII~Al PAG:! \3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I~OR 
100 
, 
200 
PROGRAH GRARHOIINPUT.ourpur.rAP~~=INPUT.TAPt6=OUTPUT.TAPEIJ 
DIHENSION ~HOI'OJ R[ADI~.lOOJ KMIN. NUHRHO. KINT • 
FORMATIFIO ••• 15.F1J •• J 
RHOI1 J=KHIN NUHlT=NUHRHO'l 
DO 5 l=l.NIJHlT 
RHOI1·11=RHOIII.XI~T CONTINUE WRITEIL.2001 (RHOIJJ.~:l,~UHRHOI FORHAT~lO"J . . 
STOP [NO leaR 
11.730 lEaF 15 
PROGRAM GRAPIX 
IEOR PROGRAM GRAPIKIINPUT.OUTPUr.TAPES=INPUT.TAPE6=OUTPUT • 
• TAPel.TAPe2J 
c •••••••••••••• 
C THIS POCGRAH GRAYHAPS THE PIKelS AT THe SAHE SCAle AS THE !~PUT SCENE. 
e THE GR~YHAP SCAL~ (VARIAaL~ -RHO·) IS OUTPUT F~'H P~OGPAM G~ARHO C ANn IS ~EAQ·IN TO THIS ?RaGq~H ON TAP~l. TAP~2 CONTAt~5 TH~ PtX~LS C OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM PIKP~O. NCOl ~NO 'lulD ARC HE 'lUMBER Oe C~lUMNS C AND ROWS OF ElEMENTS F~Q~ THE '~IG!~Al SCENE US 0 TO P~OOUC~ A PIXEl. 
c ~COLP)( IS THE "U"'B5:~ OF PIXELS PER ROW OUn'UT F OH PROSRAM P!XPRO. C NUHRHO IS THE ~UHBE~ OF G~lYHAP L~V~LS OUTPUT F OM PROGRAM ~~ARHO. 
C ••••••• t •••••• 
c 
C 101 
J 
1C2 
5 
• 
" 
OIH~NSlaN lI.EI12SI.lINREPI12SI COMMON RHOI1SI 
REAO(S,10Q) NWID,NCJL,NCOLPX,NUHRHO,XINT 
FORHATI'I5.Fl~.4J 
~LINE=N~IO·~COLPX 
IF(~Lr'lt .GT. 125) ~LI~E=11S 
REAO(l,lOl' (RHO(I),I=ltNU~~HO) 
FORMT(F10.4) 
K3=C 
DO 6 
." ' I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
J 
1 
i 
, ' 
I 
J 
. , 
j 
I 
l 
, 
1 
,J 
C 
J 
20 a 
199 
T 
500 
B98 
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DO T I=1.NCOL WRITEC6.2l,I CLINECJJI,JJ=l,NLINEI 
FORHA flU .TBA 11 WR ITE C 6 .199 I CLIN~ EPCKKI ,KK=l, NLINEI 
FQRHATC·.·.7BA11 CONTINUE GOTO J 
CONTINUE 
WRITE C6 .89B I FO~HAT(·~·,·.* •• ** GRAYSCALE ••••••• , 
WRITEC6 ,90. I RHO C2 I WR TEC6.8991 WRITEC6,9011 RHOC21,RHOC31 WRITEC6,9021 RHOCJ"RH0C41 WRITEC6,90JI RHOC41,RHOC31 WRITEC6,90., RHOCSI,RHOC61 WRITEC6,9051 RHOC61,RHOC71 WRITEC6,9061 RHOCTI,RHOCBI 
WRITEC6.9071 RHOCBI.RHOC11 WRITE(6.90BI RHOC91.RHO(lJI 
WRITEC6.9091 RHOC1ll.RHOC111 WRITEC6.9101 RHOC1LI,RHOCl21 WRITEC6.9111 RHOC121.RHOC131 WRITEC6.9121 RHOI1JI,RHOCl" WRITEC6.91JI RHOCl.,.RHOCL;' WRITEC6.91.' RHOC151 FORHAT(lX,-IF PIXEL .LT.·,Fl0.~,22X.lHW) 
FORHATco.· •• SX,lHHI 
FORHAT(lX,·IF PIXEL .GE.·,F10.~,2K,·~NO .LT.·,F10.',2X,lH., 
FORMATC1X,·tF PIXEL .Gt.·,Fl0.4,2X,-AND .LT.·,F10.4,2X,lHM' 
FORHAT(lX,·IF PIXEL .G€.·,F10.4,2X,·ANO .LT.·,Fl0.4.2X.1HS) 
FORHAT(lX,-tF P!XtL .G£.a,~la.4,2x,=ANO .LT.8,F10.4.2K,lHK. 
FORHAT(lX,·IF PIXEL .G~.·.Fl0.4,2(,·AND .LT.·,Fl0.4,2X,~HH) 
FORHAT(lX,·IF PIXEL .GE.-,F10.4,2X,·ANO .LT.·,F10.4,2X,lHt) 
FORH~TCIX,·tF PIXEL .G£.~,~10.+,2X,·ANO .L1.-,FID.+,2XelHO' 
FORMATClX,-IF PIXEl. .GE".-,FID.+,2X,·AND .l.T .... FIO.,4t2X,lHU' 
FORHATCIX,-tF PIXEL .G~.·.Fl0.+,2X,·ANO .l.T.-,FI0.4,2X.1H-' 
FORMATCIX,-IF PIXEL .G~.-,~10.~,2X,-4ND .l.T.-,F10.+,2X.1H+) FORMAT(lX,-IF PIXEl. .Ge:.·,~lQ.4,2X,-AND .LT.-,Fl0.4,2X.1H/' 
FORMAT(lX,·!F PIXEL .GE.·,Fl~.4,2X,-ANO .LT.-,FIO.4,2X,lH=. 
FORHAT(lX,BIF PIXEL .G~.-.FIO.4,2X,·ANO .LT.·.FIO.4,2X,~H-' 
FORHAT(lXt-1F PIXEL .G~.·,FI0.4.22X,lH.) WRITEI6.9 51 XINT 
FO~HATC'O','THE OIFFERE~CE BETWE~N GRAYHAP L~VELS Iso,F10.~~· STOP 
ENO 
SU8~OUTINE SYHBOLCPIX.NSYH.NSYHZI COMHON 'H0(151 NSYH2=LH 
IFIPIX .LT. RHOC21' NSYH=L~H 
IFCPIX .LT. RHOC21' ~SYH2=LHW 
IFCPIX .GE. RHOC21 .~NO. PIX .LT. ,HOC311 NSYH=lH~ 
tFCPIX .GE. RHO(J) .AND. PIX .LT. RHO(4» NSYM=lHM IF(PIX .GE. RHO(.' .4ND. p:~ .LT. RHQ(5.' NSYH=lHS 
IF(PIX .GE. RHO(5) .AND. PIX .LT. RKO(6») NSYM=lHX 
IFtPIX .GE. RHO(6 •• AND. PIX .~T. ~HO(7» NSYH=lHH 
IFCPIX .nE. RHOCT) .AND. PIX .LT. ~HOCq» NSY"=lHI 
IFCPIX .G(. RHO(8) .AND. PIX .LT. RHO(9.) NSYH=lHO 
IFtPIX .GE. RHOt91 .ANO. PIX .LT. RHOCIDII NSYH=lHU IF(PIX .GE. RHO(tO) .~~J. °IX .LT. ~HO(11» NSYH=lH~ 
IFCPIX .GE. RHOCt!) .ArlO. :llX .LT. ~HO(t211 NSYH=lH'" 
IFCPIX .GE. RHO(12) .A"J. ilIX .l.T. RHOtl3.' NSYM=lHI 
IFCPIX .GE. ~~O(t31 .AND. ~IX .l.T. RHOC14'I NSYM=tH= 
lFCPtX .GE. RHD(14) .A~O. PI~ .LT. ?HOC15') NSYH=tH· 
IFCPIX .GE. RHOC15" NSYH=LHo 
RETURN 
END 
39 2 15 .0B13 
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PROGRAM ;·TMOS 
IEOR 
PROGRAM ATMOS(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
+TAPE1,TAPE2) 
C •.... THIS PROGRAM CHANGES THE PIXEL VALUES OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM PIXPRO 
C TO REFLECT THE EFFECTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE (TRANSMITTANCE AND PATH 
C RADIANCE). "TRANS" IS THE TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT: "PATHRA" IS 
C THE PATH RADIANCE. THESE TWO VARIABLES ARE READ-IN TO THE PROGRAM 
C USING TAPE5 AND FORMAT 100. THE PIXEL VALUES OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM 
C PIXPRO ARE READ-IN TO THE PROGRAM USING TAPEl AND FORMAT 101. 
C OUTPUT PIXELS ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE2 AND MUST BE SAVED AS A FILE. 
C ••••• 
READ(5,100) TRANS,PATHRA 
100 FORMAT(2Fl0.4) 
1 READ(1,101) NROW,NCOL,PIX 
IF(EOF(1)) 500,2 
2 PIX = (PIX*TRANS)+PATHRA 
WRITE(2,101) NROW,NCOL,PIX 
101 FORMAT(215,F10.4) 
GO TO 1 
500 ~JRiTE(6,201) TRANS ,PATHRA 
201 FORMAT(1X,"TRANSMISSION COEFF=I,Fl0.4,"PATH RADIANCE=",F10.4) 
STOP 
IEOR 
IEOF 
END 
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